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IN LUCE TUA 
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor 
Keeping the Dream Alive 
As Americans prepare to celebrate for the first time 
on January 20 a national holiday in honor of Martin 
Luther King, Jr. , they can only do so with a good deal 
of ambivalence. Most of us want to commemorate the 
life and work of Dr. King, but we cannot avoid the 
sense as we do so that the dream to which he dedi-
cated his life remains in substantial part unfulfilled. 
It is no small thing in itself, of course, that such a 
holiday has been declared, and the decision of the 
Congress to establish it gives evidence of the nation's 
heightened sensitivity to the needs and concerns of its 
Black citizens. The civil rights movement of the past 
three decades has in fact wrought a revolution. We are 
not as we were in race relations, and for that all of us 
should be able to celebrate with genuine enthusiasm 
and thanksgiving. 
But not, perhaps, with hopefulness . There has been 
an authentic American revival in recent years, and for 
most of us the future looks more promising than it has 
for some time. We are at the moment a successful and 
confident people. But there remains on the domestic 
scene one massive area of failure, and it is one that we 
appear to prefer to treat by acting as if it were not 
there. 
Millions of Black Americans have benefited from 
the civil rights revolution and from the general im-
provement in economic conditions. The Black Ameri-
can middle class is larger and more prominent than 
ever before. Yet side by side with the growth of the 
Black middle class has developed the growth of the 
Black underclass, and the apparent inability of our so-
ciety to deal effectively with this social pathology con-
stitutes nothing less than a national tragedy. It will not 
do for us to deal with the problem by ignoring its pres-
ence. 
What tempts us to do so is not so much our indiffer-
ence as our baffled uncertainty. Racism still deforms 
America, but it is not racism in itself that prevents us 
from dealing with the social horrors of our inner 
cities. The problem is not that we lack the desire to 
act, but that we are not sure in which direction we 
ought to act. We know that we need, and will continue 
to need, the healing presence of the welfare state; but 
we also sense that welfare by itself is a trap, a crutch 
that, however essential in the short run , leads in the 
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end to a corrupting dependence. How best, we ask 
ourselves, combine compassion with concern for indi-
vidual dignity and self-reliance? 
Our current tragedy is that we do not know. That 
is the bad news. The good news is a renewed sense on 
all sides that we need to think the matter through 
anew. Those for whom the problems of the poor have 
in the past signalled only insistent calls for more gov-
ernment aid have come to understand the corruptions 
and insufficiencies of the dole. At the same time, at 
least some conservatives now understand that the anal-
ogy of teaching people to swim by throwing them off 
the end of the dock has only limited relevance to the 
problems of poverty. 
Racism still deforms America, but it 
is not racism in itself that prevents 
us from dealing with the social 
horrors of our inner cities. The 
problem is not that we lack the 
desire to act, but that we are not 
sure in which direction we should act. 
Yet that is still small consolation. It is depressing 
and humbling that we should at this late date have so 
little knowledge of what we ought to be about in so 
crucial a matter. We argue quota and anti-quota, wel-
fare and anti-welfare, and the difference between 
them is not so much compassion vs. indifference as 
opposing forms of incomprehension. 
That this is so is made clear by divisions within the 
Black community as to what ought to be done. A re-
cent poll revealed a wide divergence between leaders 
of Black civil rights organizations and the Black rank 
and file on issues concerning the political world in 
general and problems of Black people in particular. 
The poll, conducted by the Center for Media and Pub-
lic Affairs, indicated that on a range of issues includ-
ing prayer in the public schools, the death penalty, 
quotas, school busing, policy towards South Africa, 
abortion, and gay rights Blacks in general hold at-
titudes considerably more conservative than those of 
Black leaders. That is not surprising in itself; putative 
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leaders often fmd themselves out-of-step with their 
presumed followers. (Who believes, for example, that 
the leaders of NOW speak for American women?) But 
the disjunction between Black spokesmen and Blacks 
in general reveals a legitimate range of uncertainty as 
to the proper remedies for the Black condition. And 
it leaves us with a depressing sense of puzzlement as 
to where we go from here. 
There is no easy way to reconcile these disagree-
ments; there is no way at all to remove from our con-
sciousness the agonies from which they proceed. Yet 
however bad things are, we must resist the sin of de-
spair. One way of doing so is by reminding ourselves 
how far we have in fact come on this question. That 
may risk complacency, but it also provides perspective. 
A packet of materials released recently by the Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr. Federal Holiday Commission in-
cludes a reproduction of the Act of Congress establish-
ing the holiday. The Act bears the signatures of 
President Ronald Reagan, Speaker of the House Tip 
O'Neill-and President Pro Tempore of the Senate, 
Strom Thurmond. The presence of the signature of 
Strom Thurmond on such a document constitutes an 
extraordinary historical irony. 
It was Thurmond, of course, who led the walk-out 
from the Democratic National Convention in 1948 in 
protest against the civil rights plank that liberals like 
Hubert Humphrey had persuaded the party to adopt. 
Thurmond then ran for President in the general elec-
tion as head of the States' Rights party and managed 
to carry four Southern states, although he failed in his 
effort to demonstrate the necessity of the South to the 
national party by depriving Harry Truman of the 
presidency. (Senator Thurmond has since become a 
Republican.) 
But the irony in this case extends further. Ever since 
federal legislation and judicial rulings (all of which 
Thurmond opposed) increased the participation of 
Blacks in electoral activities in South Carolina, the Sen-
ator has reacted in precisely the way one would expect 
a politician to react: he has begun to cultivate Black 
voters. Since the late 1960s Senator Thurmond has re-
cruited Blacks for his personal staff, has pushed the 
appointment of Black federal judges, and has in vari-
ous ways aided Black local officials and citizens' groups 
with federal projects. Indeed-and this is nothing 
short of astonishing-he wound up voting in favor of 
the Act establishing the holiday honoring Dr. King. 
There is no available way to gauge the sincerity of 
Senator Thurmond's new-found solicitude for Black 
people. In many ways, it does not matter. Hearts and 
minds count for much, but in the end it is behavior 
with which we are concerned. The point is that Strom 
Thurmond is not alone. The civil rights revolution has 
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prompted official America to act as if it cared about 
Black people, and that is what matters. Senator Thur-
mond's transformation is emblematic of a genuine sea 
change in official racial attitudes in this country. 
Yet racism, of course, persists. More importantly, we 
seem in many ways to have reached a policy dead end 
in terms of knowing what to do about the terrible con-
ditions under which millions of Black Americans live. 
But we cannot simply give up. Our policy options may 
be unclear, but the search for successful policies must 
begin with a determined will to find them. 
It is here that Martin Luther King's rhetorical legacy 
remains to inspire us. We have long since learned that 
noble rhetoric is by itself an insufficient spur to social 
change. Indeed, in a time when the problems of the 
urban underclass appear to mount rather than recede, 
the old noble words of the civil rights movement take 
on a mocking sound. They catch in our throats as we 
survey racial realities. 
But if sentimentality will not do, neither will cyni-
cism. Dr. King appealed to our better selves, to the 
unrealized promise of our highest aspirations. He un-
derstood that America is a nation dedicated to a prop-
osition: the equal moral dignity of all people. We 
know through bitter experience that that proposition 
does not easily take on substance and shape, that the 
path to its realization is tortuous and tangled. But we 
also know, as Dr. King did, that if we do not continu-
ously endeavor to make the proposition live, we fail 
ourselves as a people and a nation. He had a dream. 
So should we. Cl 
Anna Krieger Zink Springsteen (1922-1985) 
Now write what you see, what is and what is to take place 
hereafter. 
-The Revelation to John, 1:19 
When I first knew her, as a fellow-reporter on the 
Valparaiso University student newspaper, The Torch, 
Anna Zink was a lovely, willowy girl from Baltimore 
whose patrician manner concealed a tough mind and 
a dry sense of humor. When I became editor of The 
Torch in 1940, Anne agreed to write a column and 
serve as feature editor. She was a natural-born writer. 
She had her own style: clear, spare, witty. 
Two years later, she was Anna K. Zink Springsteen. 
Her young husband was an intelligence officer. She 
was editor of the student yearbook. Shortly before he 
was scheduled to go overseas, she was told that the 
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profound weariness which she seemed unable to throw 
off was one of the symptoms of Hodgkins' Disease and 
that it was unlikely that she would live to see him re-
turn. 
But she did. And she mothered two daughters and 
two sons. And she helped her husband build a house. 
And when the civil rights movement came along, she 
was one of the first to become involved. And a little 
later, when President Kretzmann appointed me Uni-
versity Editor, he appointed Anne Assistant University 
Editor to make sure that the job got done. And nine 
years later she became University Editor. But by then 
she had better things to do. 
For our Lord had seen possibilities in Anne, and so 
He had afflicted her. First there had been the cancer. 
Then came the death of her older daughter. And al-
ways there was the prospect of the remission's ending. 
By this time Anne, the writer, had not only clarity 
and sparseness and wit, but also something to say. And 
it came out in a kind of poetry which could have been 
cloying except that it was no-nonsense. The voice was 
sometimes the voice of Khalil Gibran, but the message 
was straight out of Martin Luther, who got it from the 
Gospels. 
She gave us It's Me, 0 Lord, "prayers for aloneness" 
which "keep on reminding Him that we are still His 
people-His church, that we have seen Him in action, 
and that we trust Him to keep on being God." 
She gave us Handful of Thorns, "poems of grief in a 
olitary journey" after the death, at 25, of her daugh-
ter Margaret. Of this book he later wrote: "It took al-
most two years to complete the book-and it was hard 
work ... emotionally and mentally-searching for that 
one word, that combination of words which would be 
exactly right - which would tell other people 'this is 
how it feels to me' - to tell them in such a way that 
they would nod and say 'yes - you're right - this is how 
it feels to me.' " 
She helped to liberate our town from the burden of 
lily-whiteness. 
She helped to make a place for women who were on 
their way back from mental and emotional exhaustion . 
And she wrote some memorable things for this 
magazine. 
Anne had a special place in her heart for The Cresset 
because w~ let her preach the Gospel in print at a time 
when women could not preach it from a pulpit. Not 
that her preaching threatened to "usurp the authority 
of man," whatever that means. She was not interested 
in being liberated (which she had always been) or 
striking a blow for equal rights (which she assumed 
that all of God's children were entitled to as a matter 
of course). She was simply trying to write what she 
had seen, what is, and what was going to take place 
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hereafter. 
ot many of us could have written so well. And that 
is because not many of us have lived so well , or 
thought so well , or believed so well , or loved so well. 
The newspaper story said that Anne was dead at 63. 
My God, how little newspapers know! 
c: John Strietelmeier 
Heartland 
The heartland i a place of waiting, 
the place between places 
where travelers pass and boys 
leave home at age sixteen. 
It is autumn, the stalks have dried. 
Beside the river winding through 
this small Iowa town 
a clutch of young trees 
holds up barren boughs 
like cupped hands 
waiting for a boon. 
The stubbled heartland aches 
under the wide and empty sky. 
Dawn, and the trees are trembling, 
alive with a sudden bouquet of birds, 
its gathering of black petals 
packed deep into the crevice of branch 
like the old house on the hill 
when the boys bring city friends 
home for a weekend. 
At a signal no one hears 
they lift off as one and are gone. 
An old man at the gate sighs and waves. 
The birds leave warnings 
of winter and silence behind 
as their shadow follows them south 
along the winding river 
and their cries fade out 
m the wide and empty sky. 
Ruth El Saffar 
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Andrew A. Bouman 
OF JANE AUSTEN AND INCLUSIVENESS 
The Case for Quotas in the New Lutheran Church 
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the mem-
bers of the body, though many, are onP body, so it is with Christ. For 
by one Spirit we were all baptized into one body-jews or G1·eeks, 
slaves or free--and all were made to drink of one Spi1it. For the 
body does not consist of one member but of many. If the foot should 
say, "Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body," that 
would not make it any less a part of the body. And if the ear should 
say, "Because I am no/ an eye, I do not belong to the body," that 
would not make it any less a part of the body. If the whole body were 
em eye, where would be the /zearing? If the whole body were an ear, 
where would be the sense of smell? ... If all were a single organ, 
where would the body be? As it is, the1·e are many parts, yet one body. 
The eye cannot say to the hand, " I have no need of you," nor again 
the head to the feet, "I have no need of you." On the contrmy, the 
parts of the body which seem to be weaker m·e indispensable . ... But 
God has so composed the body, giving the greater honor to the in-
ferior pa1·t, that there may be no discord in the body, but that the 
members may have the same care for one another. If one member suf-
fers, all stiffer together; if one member is honored, all 1·ejoice togethe1·. 
-1 Corinthians 12: 12-26 
This past summer I discovered the novels of Jane 
Austen. I also did quite a bit of thinking about inclu-
siveness and the controversy over quotas in the 
church. 
In recent months, quotas have been the subject of 
much controversy in North American Lutheranism, 
because the Commission for a New Lutheran Church 
(CNLC)-which is working to bring about the merger 
of the Lutheran Church in America (LCA), The 
American Lutheran Church (ALC), and the Associa-
tion of Evangelical Lutheran Churches (AELC)-has 
proposed the adoption of concrete guidelines to pro-
mote inclusiveness in the new Lutheran church. 1 Rec-
ognizing that lay persons, women, and people of 
Andrew A. Bouman graduated from Valparaiso University 
in 1980 with majors in Philosophy and Humanities, but his 
enduring interests have been ethics, literature, music, ar-
chitecture, and theology. For the past three years he has lived 
in Berkeley, California, where he is a church organist, a 
word processor, and a theology student. He is also active in 
the Northern California peace movement. He is married to 
Holly Halligan, a classmate from V.U. 
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color2 have often been excluded or treated as second-
class Chri tian in the past, the CNLC has proposed 
that the organizational structures of the new church 
(synods, region center for mission, and national) are 
to adopt processes such that delegates to conventions 
and members of national church staffs, boards, and 
commi sions will include at least 60 per cent lay per-
sons, one-half of whom shall be female and one-half 
of whom shall be male, with at lea t 10 per cent being 
persons of color or primary language other than En-
glish.3 The 10 per cent goal for people of color is 
especially important, since the CNLC has eta goal for 
the new church that within l 0 year of its life, its 
membership shall include at least 10 per cent people 
of color, and the CNLC considers the visibility and 
input of people of color in the organizational structures 
of the new church to be important in reaching this 
goal for an inclusive membership. 4 
Strong doubts have been expressed from a variety 
of quarters regarding the wisdom of quotas in the 
church. I take these criticisms seriously, and my pur-
pose here will be to respond to some of the critics and 
to make a case in favor of the CNLC proposal. How-
ever, I want to deepen the discussion somewhat by 
considering not only the sociological or philo ophical 
issue raised by quotas but what I see as the underly-
ing theological issues. 
1The CNLC itself never uses the word quotas in its progress re-
ports (perhaps becau e many people see the term as a negative 
one). I use the word in a general way to refe1· to any affirmative 
action guidelines that include a specific percentage (such as I 0 
per cent) as the goal to be achieved, whether or not any penal-
ties are specified for failure to meet the goal. 
21 use the term people of color a a convenient shorthand for the 
four major nonwhite racial/ethnic groups in the United States-
Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and Native Americans-but do not 
thereby mean to imply that all these groups can be lumped to-
gether. All people of color, however, have suffered from a long 
history of racial di crimination in American society. 
3"C LC Progress Report #5: A Narrative Description for a ew 
Lutheran Church," The Lutheran, April 3, 1985, pp. 38ff. 
4See Edgar R. Trexler, "CNLC: 2 Name , Chicago, and New 
Stru ture," The Lutheran, October 16, 1985, p. 21. 
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In his lectures on Galatians, Martin Luther observed 
that sin often masquerades as righteou ness: sin leads 
us to deceive ourselves into thinking our actions are 
kind, noble, and just, when in fact they are the oppo-
site.5 I strongly suspect that such a process is at work 
in the debate over quotas-that many of the common 
criticism of quotas in the church (or in society) are 
really the re ult of human sin masquerading as right-
eousness. If thi suspicion i correct, then I also sus-
pect that the new Lutheran church would find it ex-
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to b truly inclusive 
if it rejected the C LC's proposed guidelines for in-
clusiveness. 
Martin Luther observed that sin often 
masquerades as righteousness. I 
strongly suspect that such a process 
is at work in the debate over quotas. 
The e usptcions will, J am sure, appear to be quite 
radical to orne people (and quite obvious to others). 
That is where l think Jane Austen may be able to help 
us. It might seem at first as though the novels of Jane 
Au ten could hardly be less related to any current 
issue in church or society than the dispute over quotas. 
We might expect that by limiting herself to a quite 
specific geographical setting and a particular class of 
English society, Jane Austen could have little to say to 
twentieth-century Lutherans and certainly nothing to 
say about quotas or inclusivenes . However, as a way 
of uncovering some of the theological issues that I us-
pect are hidden in the sociological or philosophical ar-
guments about quotas, I want to suggest that we con-
sider a literary example of Luthet·'s observation where 
the sin (and the solution) is obvious. Perhaps what is 
unclear (or unconscious) in our own time can become 
mo•·e clear if we see the issue tran lated into a quite 
5"For if someone is not a murderer, adulterer, or thief, and ab-
stains from external sins, as that Pharisee did (Luke 18: II), 
[that person] would swear, being possessed by the devil, that he 
[or she] is a righteous [person] ; therefore he [or she) develop 
the presumption of righteousness and relies on his [or her] 
good works. God cannot soften and humble this [person] or 
make [this person] acknowledge his [or her] misery and damna-
tion any other way than by the Law .. . . For as long as the pre-
sumption of righteousnes remains in a [person), there remains 
immense pride, self-trust, smugness, hate of God, contempt of 
grace and mercy, ignorance of the promises and of Christ. The 
proclamation of free grace and the forgivene of sins doe not 
enter [this person's] heart and understanding, because that 
huge rock and solid wall, namely, the presumption of right-
eousness by which the heart itself is surrounded, prevents this 
from happening." Luther's Works, Vol. 26: Lfctures on Gawtians, 
1535, chs. 1-4, trans. Jaroslav Pelikan ( t. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1963), p. 310. 
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different ocial setting, one in which we have no vest-
ed interest in the outcome of the debate. 
In particular, the second chapter of Jane Austen's 
Sense and Sensibility, 6 is one of the finest literary exam-
ples I have encountered of human sin in action. In 
this chapter-an account of a conversation between 
Fanny Da hwood and her husband John-Fanny and 
John rationalize their own meannes toward John's sis-
ters and convince themselves that their selfishness is 
actually the opposite. In doing so, they provide an ex-
cellent illustration of Luther's ob ervation, and as such 
may illuminate the current debate surrounding the use 
of quotas in the church. 
In the first chapter of Sense and Sensibility, Jane Au-
sten sets the scene for John and Fanny's conversation 
111 chapter two: 
By a former marriage, Mr. Henry Dashwood had one son: 
by his present lady, three daughters. The son, a steady re-
spectable young man, was amply provided for by the fortune 
of his mother, which had been large, and half of which de-
volved on him on his coming of age. By his own marriage, 
likewise, which happened soon afterwards, he added to his 
wealth . To him therefore the succession to the Norland estate 
was not so really important as to his sisters; for their fortune, 
independent of what might arise to them from their father's 
inheriting that property, could be but small. (p. 39) 
But unfortunately for Mr. Henry Dashwood, he soon 
inherited the Norland estate under such conditions as 
made it impossible to provide for his second wife and 
daughters, and he therefore required a promise on his 
deathb d from his son John, who was now to inherit 
orland, that John would do everything in his power 
to make his (step)mother and (half)sisters comfortable 
(i.e., that John would add something to their fortune 
from the Norland estate). 
Together, John's mother and sisters were left a for-
tune of only ten thousand pounds and an annual in-
come of five hundred. John, who together with Fanny 
had property and income more than ten times as 
large, intends at first to fulfill his promise to his father 
by giving each of his three sister a thousand pounds. 
But Fanny has other ideas, and in the second chapter 
she begins her attack on John's plan: 
Mrs. John Dashwood did not at all approve of what her 
husband intended to do for his sisters. To take three 
thousand pounds from the fortune of their dear little boy, 
would be impoverishing him to the mo t dreadful deg•·ee. 
She begged him to think again on the subject. How could he 
answer it to himself to rob his child, and his only child too, 
of so large a sum? And what possible claim could the Miss 
Dashwoods, who were related to him by only half-blood, 
which she considered as no relationship at all, have on his 
generosity to so large an amount. It was very well known that 
6 All page references to Serue and Seruibility below refer to the text 
edited by Tony Tanner ( ew York: Penguin Books, 1969). 
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no affection was ever supposed to exist between the children 
of any man by different marriages; and why was he to ruin 
himself, and their poor little Harry, by giving away all his 
money to his half sisters? 
" It was my father's last request to me," replied her hus-
band, "that I should assist his widow and daughters." 
"He did not know what he was talking of, I dare say ; ten 
to one but he was light-headed at the time. Had he been in 
his right senses, he could not have thought of such a thing 
as begging you to give away half yom fortune from your own 
child." 
"He did not stipulate for any particular sum, my dear 
Fanny; he only requested me, in general terms, to assist 
them, and make their situation more comfor.table than it was 
in his power to do. Perhaps it would have been as well if he 
had left it wholly to myself. He could hardly suppose I 
should neglect them. But as he required the promise, I could 
not do less than give it; at least I thought so at the time. The 
promise, therefore, was given, and must be performed. 
Something must be done for them whenever they leave Nor-
land and settle in a new home." 
"Well, then, let something be done for them; but that some-
thing need not be three thousand pounds. Consider," she 
added , "that when the money is once parted with , it never 
can return . Your sisters will marry, and it will be gone 
forever. If, indeed, it could ever be restored to our poor little 
boy-" 
"Why, to be sure," said her hu band, very gravely, "that 
would make a great difference. The time may come when 
Harry will regret that so large a sum was parted with . If he 
should have a numerous family, for instance, it would be a 
very convenient addition ." 
"To be sure it would." (pp. 43-44) 
Right away, we can see how human sin twists some-
thing good-Fanny's concern for the welfare of her 
son-into something mean and selfi h. Fanny does not 
want to keep the three thousand pounds for herself; 
she is not thinking of herself at all but of "poor little 
Harry." She wonders how John could even think of 
hurting poor little Harry. The reader, of course, im-
mediately realizes that this con ern for "poor little 
Harry" is a rationalization. The loss of 3,000 pounds 
from an inheritance of over 100,000 could hardly im-
poverish the dear boy, but Fanny cannot see this. On 
the contrary, to Fanny it would be very selfish of 
John's sisters to want or expect such a large gift as 
three thousand pounds, especially if it would hurt her 
own child. 
In short, Fanny's concern for her son is an uncon-
scious cover for her own selfishness. Fanny sees her 
obligation to her son, but denies that John's sisters 
have any claim on him. After all they were "related to 
him by only half-blood, which she considered as no re-
lationship at all." In this, Fanny echoes the lawyer who 
sought to justify himself to Jesus, and said, "And who 
is my neighbor?" (Luke 10:29) If we are commanded 
to love our neighbor as ourselve , the way for sin to 
evade this commandment is to redefine the concept of 
neighbor. By limiting the neighbor to our own group 
(family, nation, sex, race, etc.), we can deceive our-
selves into thinking we are concerned about others 
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when at root our concerns are selfish. 
I see a similar rationalization taking place in the 
common argument that quotas lead to "reverse dis-
crimination." Critics of quotas ask: how can women 
and people of color insist on quotas to protect their 
rights when those quotas result in discrimination 
against white males (a in the Bakke case)? Is this not 
being "selfish"? Surely Christians should advocate on 
behalf of the other rather than insist on their own 
rights. 
The Bakke ca e is the common example of "rever e 
discrimination" cited by critics of quotas. Because he 
was denied admission to medical school, even though 
nonwhite applicants who were "less qualified" were ac-
cepted, Mr. Bakke blamed his rejection on racial 
quotas, and his supporters agreed. But it is not at all 
clear that quotas alone were responsible for Mr. 
Bakke' rejection, nor is it clear that Mr. Bakke would 
have been accepted if the medical school in question 
had not had any quotas. As an older adult seeking to 
change careers, Mr. Bakke may very well have been 
the victim of age discrimination. 
More importantly, quotas do not determine the total 
number of applicants accepted (or, for that matter, the 
total number of delegates seated at a church conven-
tion). Suppose, for instance, that a medical school 
wanted to admit I 00 applicants and found that all the 
applicants admitted to the school one year were white. 
uppose further that the chool desired at least 10 per 
cent people of color in the class. The school would 
have at least two choices if it wanted to meet this goal: 
(a) it could reduce the number of white students by 10 
and admit 10 people of color instead; or (b) it could 
add II people of color to the original 100 white stu-
dents. If the school made the second choice, white stu-
dents would not be penalized by the adoption of 
quotas, ince all 100 white applicants would still be ad-
mitted. Hence, assuming that Mr. Bakke was qualified 
for admission, it was really the school's decision to 
limit the entering class, not the adoption of quotas, 
that led to Mr. Bakke's rejection. 
Therefore, I think we mu t be very suspicious of the 
whole notion of "reverse di crimination." One of the 
marks of sin (in this case, the sin of racism or sexism) 
is the way the claims of one group of people (white 
people or men) are thought to take precedence over 
the claims of another group (people of color or 
women). 7 For Fanny Dashwood, it is "unfair" that little 
Harry should even ri k having to suffer, but the pres-
ent need of John's sisters is ignored. Similarly, oppo-
nents of quotas believe it i "unfair" that any white 
7 A good example is President Reagan's thoughtless and insensi-
tive remark that high unemployment is the result of more 
women entering the workforce. 
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male uch as Mr. Bakke should ever experience exclu-
sion, but the continued exclusion of women and 
people of color is ignored. If admission to medical 
schools, for instance, must be severely limited (and I 
am not convinced that it must be), all groups in oci-
ety-white males included-must expect to have some 
of their numbers excluded. It i understandable that 
white males would not want to suffer such exclusion. 
However, rather than blaming women or people of 
color if such exclusion occurs, white males would do 
more good by working toward expanding the limits 
imposed on the total number of admissions. 
The notion of "color-blindness" raised 
by critics of quotas ignores the 
reality that discrimination based on 
skin color is still very much alive 
both in the church and in society. 
In the specific case of the guidelines for inclusive-
ness proposed by the CNLC, the notion of "reverse 
discrimination" has even less to recommend it than in 
society at large. Lay people of both sexes will be rep-
resented equally in the structures of the new church,8 
so there i little possibility for discrimination against 
either sex. For people of color, the CNLC does not 
specify how the new church or its synods are to meet 
the 10 per cent goal. For instance, synods with rela-
tively large numbers of peopl of color (in places like 
California) would most likely be able to meet the 10 
per cent goal for synodical assembly members (conven-
tion delegates) without any special process, while 
synods with small numbers of people of color could 
determine a special process for the selection of addi-
tional synodical assembly members after congregations 
had chosen their initial representative .9 By utilizing 
such a process, a synod with small numbers of people 
of color could meet the I 0 per cent goal without di -
criminating against potential white assembly members 
Uust as the hypothetical medical school suggested 
above could add 11 people of color to its original class 
of 100 whites). 
Let us return to Sense and Sensibility, where John 
KThe clergy of the new church , of course, will continue to be 
overwhelmingly male for at least the next few years. 
~he latest CNLC report addresses the concern that some of the 
new synods may experience initial difficulty in meeting the I 0 
per cent goal for people of color at synodical assemblies: "It i 
understood that initially there may be exceptions to the attain-
ment of this goal based on the makeup of the membership in 
a particular synod." "CNLC Progress Report #6: A arrative 
Description for a New Lutheran Church," p. 7. 
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and Fanny continue their discus ion as follows: 
"Perhaps, then, it would be better for all parties if the sum 
were diminished one half.-F'ive hundred pounds would be 
a prodigious increase to their fortunes!" 
"Oh! beyond any thing great! What brother on earth would 
do half so much for his sisters, even if really his sisters! And 
as it is-only half blood!-But you have such a generous 
spirit!" 
"I would not wish to do any thing mean," he replied . "One 
had rather, on such occasions, do too much than too little. No 
one, at least, can think I have not done enough for them: 
even themselves, they can hardly expect more." 
"There is no knowing what they may expect," said the lady, 
"but we are not to think of their expectations: the question 
is, what you can afford to do." (p. 44) 
Fanny and John are convinced that they are being 
quite generous even to consider a reduced gift of 500 
pounds for each of John's sisters. To question the ob-
jectivity of such a self-assessment never even occurs to 
them. Fanny does steer the conversation away from 
the uncomfortable thought of what John's sisters might 
expect, but in any case, she is firmly convinced that so-
ciety would expect no more than John is prepared to 
do. In short, Fanny and John are completely blind to 
their bias in favor of their own self-interest, a bias that 
is obvious to the reader. 
I see a similar unconscious bias at work in the popu-
lar notion of "color-blindness." Critics of quotas object 
that quotas violate the ideal of "color-blindness" in 
church or society by introducing new distinctions 
based on race or kin color. They argue that special 
positions in the church reserved exclusively for people 
of color are just as wrong as "white only" schools or 
drinking fountains were in the old days of segrega-
tion-that any such distinctions based on race or skin 
color are precisely what the civil rights movement 
sought to eliminate. The Reagan administration has 
made this argument about affirmative action in society 
as well. 10 
However, I suspect that these critics are as blind as 
John and Fanny when it comes to their own biases. 
The notion of "color-blindness" ignores the reality that 
discrimination based on skin color is still very much 
alive in church and society. "Color-blindness" implies 
equal opportunity when in fact the standards for op-
portunities are still set by white people. As long as 
10ln a speech at Dickinson College in eptember, U.S. Auorney 
General Edwin Meese called quotas "a new version of the sepa-
rate-but-equal doctrine" rejected by the U.S. Supreme Court in 
1954 ("Meese Compares Quota-Hiring, Slavery," San Francisco 
Chronicle, September 18, 1985, p. 8). Similarly, William Brad-
ford Reynolds, Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, re-
cently described federal quotas for businesses operated by 
people of color as an "offensive" form of discrimination 
("Rights Official Attacks Quota in Construction," San Francisco 
Chronicle, September 21, 1985, p. 34). 
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"equal opportunity" for people of color depends on 
the good will of white people, there will always be the 
danger that white people will unconsciously perpetuate 
discrimination. 
"Color-blindness" still often means that people of 
color are expected to adopt the values and culture of 
whites before they will be accepted as equals. If the 
church really was "color-blind," then the percentage of 
people of color in the church would correspond to the 
percentage of people of color in society. The fact that 
people of color are scandalou ly underrepresented in 
the uniting churches-the ALC, for instance, has the 
lowest percentage of members who are people of color 
of any major denomination (one million members or 
more) in the United States 1 1--only demonstrates how 
much unconscious discrimination still needs to be 
overcome in North American Lutheranism. 
Integration has largely failed in the United States 
because integration is based on the assumption that rac-
ism can be overcome if people of color are given an 
equal opportunity to be like white people. But integra-
tion, like "color-blindness," fails to recognize the dif-
ferences among people and may actually be "a denial 
of the humanity" of "persons who take pride in their 
own ethnic identity." 12 That is why the goal of the new 
Lutheran church mu t be inclusivenes, not just integra-
tion. A church seeking only integration (for itself or 
for society at large) will assume that the problem is 
merely one of getting the races to live together in 
mutual harmony, but it will ay nothing about how the 
dominant white culture must change in order for that 
to happen. A church seeking inclusiveness, however, 
will recognize that traditionally excluded groups bring 
new insights needed by the dominant culture. An in-
clusive church will encourage diversity because a vari-
ety of gifts will strengthen the entire community. 
Therefore, the whole notion of "color-blindness"-
like the notion of integration-is inadequate. A "color-
blind" church will only think it is inclusive, just as John 
and Fanny Dashwood only think they are being gener-
ous to John's sisters. A truly inclusive church will re-
spect and value people of all colors and cultures. In-
tentional inclusiveness in the church can help to elimi-
nate the possibility that "color-blindness" is a cover for 
unconscious discrimination. Quotas prevent white 
people from deciding (and imposing) the standards by 
which people of color will be "qualified" for full par-
ticipation. 
11 David W. Preus, "1985 Report of the President of The Amer-
ican Lutheran Church to the Di tricts" (available from the Of-
fice of the Presiding Bishop of the ALC), p. 4. 
12"Racism in the Church," a statement adopted by the 1974 gen-
eral convention of the ALC (available from the Offi e of 
Church in Society of the ALC), p. 2. 
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Skipping ahead a bit, John now suggests to Fanny 
that perhaps an annuity (annual income) of one 
hundred pounds for his mother might be the best 
idea. Fanny, how ver, has doubts about this proposal 
as well: 
"An annuity is a very serious bu iness; it comes over and 
over every year, and there is no getting rid of it. You are not 
aware of what you are doing. I have known a great deal of 
the trouble of annuities; for my mother was clogged with the 
payment of three to old superannuated servam by my 
father's will, and it is amazing how disagreeable she found it. 
... Her income was not her own, she said, with such per-
petual claims on it; and it was the more unkind in my father, 
because, otherwise, the money would have been entirely at 
my mother's disposal, without any restriction whatever. It has 
given me such an abhorrence of annuities, that I am sure I 
would not pin myself down to the payment of one for all the 
world." 
"It is certain ly an unpleasant thing," replied Mr. Dashwood, 
"to have those kind of yearly drains on one's income. One's 
fortune, a your mother justly says, i not one's own. To be 
tied down to the regular payment of such a urn, on every 
rent day, is by no means desirable: it takes away one's inde-
pendence." 
"Undoubtedly; and after all you have no thanks for it. 
They think themselves secure, you do no more than what is 
expected, and it r·aises no gratitude at all. If I were you, 
whatever I did should be done at my own discretion entirely. 
1 would not bind myself to allow them anything yearly. It 
may be very inconvenient some years to spare a hundred, or 
even fifty pounds from our own expense ." (pp. 45-46) 
John and Fanny here illustrate yet another aspect of 
sin' att mpt to masquerade as righteousnes : they be-
lieve it quite unnecessary that they should be forced to 
do what is right, for of course they will do what is 
right automatically. (Their attitude reminds me of the 
Doonesbury cartoon where an oil executive, when asked 
what will prevent his company from polluting the en-
vironment if environmental protection laws are elimi-
nated, replies: "The goodness of our hearts.") We 
have already seen how John resents being asked by his 
father to help his mother and sisters: "He could 
hardly suppose I should neglect them" (p. 44). Fanny 
now argue along similar lines a he persuades John 
to reject an annuity for John's sisters. They do not 
want to be forced to provide for John' mother or sis-
ters, both because "it take away one's independence" 
and because "it raises no gratitude at alL" 
What John and Fanny fail to realize, of course, is 
obvious to the reader: without "force" they will do 
nothing. Hence, a legally binding obligation such as an 
annuity looks quite different to them than it would 
look to John's sisters, for an annuity would protect the 
rights of John' si ters and prevent their security from 
depending on the whim of John and Fann . However, 
John and Fanny decide not to accept such an obliga-
tion. They prefer that John's sister should be grateful 
for whatever small kindnes es are bestowed , rather 
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than expect what i due. 
I see a similar argument being used against quotas 
by critics who charge that quotas are "legalistic" and 
"contrary to the gospel." Is it not a lack of faith, these 
critics ask, to use quotas in th church? If the gospel 
has made us new creatures, are we w return w life 
under the law? 
Critics don't see that what seems 
"legalistic" to persons who enjoy the 
rights and privileges of the dominant 
community may be "good news" to those 
who have experienced discrimination. 
Like John and Fanny, the e cnucs fail to noti e that 
what seems "legalistic" to persons who enjoy the right 
and privileges of the dominant community may be 
"good news" w the person who have experienced di -
crimination . I suspect that some white people (or 
men)-like John and Fanny-would rather retain the 
power to keep people of color (or women) dependent, 
rather than yield up that power to a true community 
of equals. If that is true, then quotas may actually be 
a liberating word to persons who would otherwise con-
tinue to be excluded. Specific guidelines for inclusive-
ness in the church constitution mean the new Lu-
th ran church cannot change its mind later if the com-
mitment to inclusiveness become "inconvenient." If 
the gospel "afflicts the comfortable and comforts the 
afflicted" ( ee Luke I :46-55), then perhaps quotas in 
the church are not as alien to the gospel message as 
critics suggest. 
John and Fanny have yet more excuses for their ac-
tions: 
"I believe you are right, my love ; it will be better that there 
should be no annuity in the case : whatever I may give them 
occasionally will be of far greater assistance than a yearly al-
lowan e, because they would only enlarge their style of living 
if they felt sure of a larger income, and would not be six-
pence the richer for it at the end of the year. It will certainly 
be much the best way. A present of fifty pounds, now and 
then, will prevent their ever being distressed for money, and 
will, I think, be amply discharging my promise to my father. " 
'To be sure it will. Indeed, to say the truth, I am convinced 
within myself that your father had no idea of your giving 
them any money at all. The assistance he thought of, I dare 
ay, was only such as might be reasonably expected of you; 
for instance, such as looking out for a comfortable small 
house for them, helping them move theit· thing , and ending 
them presents of fish and game, and so forth, whenever they 
are in season. I'll lay my life that he meant nothing farther; 
indeed, it would be very strange and unrea onable if he did." 
(p. 46) 
John and Fanny are now convinced that any obliga-
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tion they have to John' sisters can be discharged quite 
adequately by performing such as istance as Jane Au-
ten 's ociety would have expected them to perform 
for any neighbor, not just close relatives. Jane Austen 
has made it quite clear in chapter one, of course, that 
John's father expected John to do far more, but Fanny 
and John continue to be blinded by sin. Indeed, sin 
ha now convinced Fanny that "it would be very 
trange and unreasonable" for John's father to expect 
John to do what John in fact had originally promised 
to do. 
I ee a similar pro ess taking place in the argument 
that quota in the church are "unworkable" and "un-
reasonable." Critics of the CNLC proposal sometimes 
object that the 10 per cent goal for people of color is 
especially unreasonable-that de pite the high-minded 
intentions of the CNLC, there simply will not be 
enough people of color in the new Lutheran church 
to meet this goal. "Be realistic," say the critics. 
At first glance, this concern for "reasonableness" 
may seem to make sen e to many white Lutherans, 
since at present far less than I 0 per cent of the Lu-
therans in the United State are people of color. How-
ever, far more than I 0 per cent of the U.S. population 
in general is made up of people of color, and their 
numbers are growing. Even rural states are part of the 
multicultural society we all live in: South Dakota, for 
in tance (an example cited by one critic 13), ha a rela-
tively large Native American population and a growing 
Asian one. The fact that states such as South Dakota 
are till perceived by many white Americans as place 
where only whites live only demonstrates how blind we 
white people often still are to the people of color in 
our midst. 
The new Lutheran church needs to become a mul-
ticultural church if it is to thrive (or just survive) in the 
multicultural society of the next century. The inten-
tional inclusivenes propo ed by the CNLC for church 
tructure (such as conventions, boards, commi sions, 
and taffs) is an important tep toward much larger 
membership of people of olor in the congregations of 
the new Lutheran church. As more people of color 
participate in church structures, the church will be-
come more sensitive and inclusive in its ministry, and 
more people of color will become Lutherans. White 
Lutherans can only benefit from this transformation, 
ince we have much to learn from people of color and 
other cultures (for instance, about ecology, worship, 
spirituality, biblical interpretation, community, or so-
ia) ju tice). 
In the end, John Dashwood finally resolves "that it 
1, See James Nuechterlein, "Quotas in the Church," The Cresset, 
April, 1985, p. 3. 
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would be absolutely unnecessary, if not highly indecor-
ous, to do more for the widow and children of his 
father, than such kind of neighborly acts as his own 
wife pointed out" (p. 47). In short, John and Fanny 
will do absolutely nothing for hi mother and sisters, 
in violation of John's promise to his father. However, 
the new Lutheran church doe not need to follow 
John and Fanny's example. On the contrary, the 
CNLC's proposed guidelines for inclusiveness-espe-
cially the 10 per cent goal for participation by people 
of color-go far beyond conventional sociological as-
sumptions about interest group politics. They repre-
sent an attempt by a church that is still largely white 
to say to people of color: "We need you in the new 
Lutheran church. We need your input, your gifts, 
your imagination, your creativity, your values. We do 
not have all the answers and we are willing to listen 
to new ideas. And to make sure that you are part of 
the process, we are setting a goal that at least I 0 per 
cent of the people involved in the structures of the 
new church will be people of color." 
It would be a mistake, however, for us to assume 
that John and Fanny are merely selfish and mean. 
Deep down, they are also afraid: afraid of being poor, 
of not having enough, of having to make sacrifices, of 
risking their own position of power and privilege. It i 
this fear, I think, that makes it impossible for them to 
recognize their own selfishness and meanness. Fanny 
hints at this underlying fear when she argues that 
"when the money is once parted with, it can never re-
turn" (p. 44). 
Similarly, I do not think the common objections to 
quotas are just the products of meanness or selfishness 
on the part of the people who now control the struc-
tures of church and society. I think there is a deep, 
underlying fear of the unknown and a fear of giving 
up control. It seems easier to deny the reality of pres-
ent injustice than to face the uncertainty that will ac-
company a restructuring toward the more just commu-
nity of the future. When the power and dominance of 
the white community (or of men) is once parted with, 
white people (and men) can no longer take their 
privileged position for granted. 
Paradoxically, it is only by giving up control, by giv-
ing up security, that we become truly secure. Jesus ex-
pressed this paradox well by saying that we must give 
up our lives to save them (and was the supreme model 
of his own teaching by accepting death on a cross). Sin 
puts up barriers and makes us afraid of an inclusive 
church, but grace and the power of the gospel can 
overcome sin and lead us to a new community, a com-
munity based not on the power of exclusiveness and 
dominance but on the power of love and inclusiveness. 
When we recognize and confess that we are unable to 
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love God and neighbor as we ought, the gospel pro-
vides the good news that God has already loved us and 
made possible our reconciliation with one another. 
The struggle for an inclusive church is not new ; 
even the early Christian community at Corinth wres-
tled with the problem of exclusiveness and the need to 
recognize the diversity of gifts in the community. Like 
St. Paul, we can capture a vision of a new church, 14 a 
church where all parts of the human body are valued 
for the contributions they can make to the whole. Such 
a church can only be stronger than the church we 
have now, and would indeed be a sign of grace in the 
midst of the divisions remaining in American society. 
•• •• 
14 For an idea of whaL such an inclusive church mighL look like, 
see "Visions of an Inclusive Chu1·ch," a report to Lhe AL • 
from iLs Taskforce on Racial Inclusiveness, 1984 (avai lable 
from the Office of Church in ociety of the ALC). 
Pictures of a Humpback Whale 
In the National Geographic 
Judge the mass of all things 
in relation to her bulk and 
the cave of her ribs and the taste 
of krill and plankton in her milk, 
the value of small graces in 
the baleen feathers on the pink 
roof of her mouth . 
She calves flukes first with a small 
burst of blood and afterbirth, 
and the newness that she feels 
is a song to name her young, 
the water a smooth sounding board 
pressing against her frame, 
the elastic ligaments of her lower jaw, 
constellations of barnacles 
on her head and belly. 
She might bear you slowly on her back 
to where the pressure changes 
at the surface, and you will feel 
the burn of air through your blowholes. 
While she sleeps there your eye 
will split the blazing world 
the things that fly or swim. 
lois Sulahian 
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Peter Augustine Lawler 
PUBLIC PROMOTION OF SILENT PRAYER 
A Madisonian Defense 
With the exception of abortion, no issue seems to 
rouse more indignation among Americans than that of 
the con titutionality of prayer in the public schools. If 
such prayer is unconstitutional under all cir-
cumstances, then it seems that any public recognition 
of the fact that America is a nation "under God" is un-
constitutional. This conclusion seems to have been un-
ambiguously affirmed in Wallace v. Jafree, decided 
early Ia t year. 
The Court held that school prayer is unconstitu-
tional, even if a state merely allows time for silent 
prayer and even if it expresses no opinion concerning 
the proper content of the prayer. The term "prayer," 
it eems, points to the existence of God. Its use, con-
sequently, violates the rights of non-believers. This is 
so even though the offending Alabama statute au-
thorized a period of silen e for "meditation or silent 
prayer." 
A non-believer is allowed, even encouraged, to use 
the period for meditation on existence without God. 
The non-prayers could not conceivably suffer from 
adverse social consequences arising from their distinc-
tive non-beliefs. As long a they keep their mouths 
hut, there is no way for others to know whether they 
prayed or not. The Court's conclusion is that when 
Alabama allows its young citizens time which might be 
used to acknowledge privately the existence of God it 
acts unconstitutionally. 
This extreme conclusion concerning what is re-
quired to protect the First Amendment's rights of con-
science has received a large amount of criticism. But 
I do not think the strongest case against Justice John 
Paul Stevens' opinion for the Court has yet been 
made. I agree with Justice William Rehnquist's dissent-
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ing view that the Court's conclusion has nothing to do 
with the intentions of almost everyone who was in-
volved in the framing of or voting for the First 
Amendment. But it i necessary to take another step 
to confront directly the thrust of Stevens' argument. 
Except for abortion, no issue arouses 
more indignation among Americans 
than that of the constitutionality 
of prayer in the public schools. 
Steven and Rehnquist disagree on how the Con-
stitution, at least on questions of religious freedom, 
ought to be interpreted. Rehnquist would have the 
Court take its bearings from the intention of its fram-
ers. Stevens would not. He candidly acknowledges that 
their views on the meaning of religious freedom or 
freedom of conscience are not the views he used to 
formulate his interpretation . In their time, he asserts, 
"it was thought that this right [of conscience] merely 
proscribes the preference of one Christian sect over 
another," but would not proscribe general government 
encouragement for all Christian sects. He quotes ex-
tensively from the authoritative commentary of Joseph 
Story to support this observation. 
In our time, Stevens asserts, as the result of the 
examination of the First Amendment's "underlying 
principle ... in the crucible of litigation," what this 
principle requires has become much better under-
stood. On the basis of this progress, the Court has 
concluded that the First Amendment prohibits any 
manifestation of government partisanship not only on 
behalf of Christianity but on behalf of religion or God 
in general. 
Stevens rests his case on the Court's ability to articu-
late and direct the development of constitutional prin-
ciple. If he is right about the principle and its develop-
ment, then Rehnquist's detailed account of the consen-
sus of opinion at the time of the First Amendment's 
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framing and adoption is irrelevant. It may well be true 
that it takes a great amount of time for the judiciary 
to draw out all of a constitutional principle's implica-
tions. (Issues concerning race and sex, of course, im-
mediately come to mind here.) 
The principle involved in thi case is the right of 
conscience. The most extreme or rigorously consistent 
articulator of this principle among framers of the Con-
titution wa James Madison. (Thoma Jeffer on re-
member, was not a framer. Madi on, in any case, was 
hardly less of a radical than Jefferson on the question 
of religious freedom.) Is Stevens' extremism merely an 
extension of Madison ' view which wa only extreme 
for its time? 
James Madison argued that the right 
of conscience "is unalienable ... 
because what is here a right toward 
men is a duty toward the Creator." 
Madison's argument, I think, imply loses it integ-
rity or coherence if it is true that its ultimate conse-
quence is Stevens' rigorous nonpartisanship. Even if 
one acknowledges the pos ibility of reasonable or 
salutary constitutional development, such development 
surely could not be at the expense of the Constitu-
tion' most compelling arguments. To defend my po-
sition, I will use Madi on's fulle t and most eloquent 
articulation of the principle of freedom of conscience, 
The Memorial and R emonstrance Against Religious Assess-
ments. 
This document, the Court has often observed, is an 
indispensable support for a strong interpretation of 
the First Amendment. Conservatives such as Rehnquist 
prefer to ignore it. On the ba is of its principles, Madi-
son thought even the public upport of chaplains was 
unconstitutional, and he would have emphatically dis-
agreed with J u tice Story's position that the Constitu-
tion would permit distinctly Christian partisanship by 
government. Nonetheless, there is nothing in the 
Memorial' argument that opposes the idea of volun-
tary, silent school prayer. 
Madison ays that the right of conscience is "in its 
nature an unalienable right." He asserts that religious 
opinions ought to and can depend on the discoveries 
of one's own "mind" and "cannot [if they are to be 
truly one's own] follow the dictates of other men." The 
key point is that the individual is really intellectually 
free. He is not simply dependent on his political re-
gime or some process of socialization for his opinions. 
Madison goes on to ay that the right of conscience 
"is unalienable, also, because what is here a right to-
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ward men is a duty toward the Creator." Human be-
ings have the right to be free from the domination of 
others for the discovery of religious duty. The real 
~xistence of such a duty is the foundation of Madison's 
extreme view that religious freedom can exempt 
human beings from what otherwise might be consid-
ered legitimate political commands: "This duty is pre-
cedent, both in time and in degree of obligation, to 
the !aims of Civil Society. Before a man can be con-
dered as a member of Civil ociety, he must be consid-
ered as a subject of the Governor of the Universe." 
The right of freedom of conscience i based in each 
individual' personal subjection to the will of the 
Creator. Freedom of religion is freedom for religion of 
some sort or another. 
The content of the Creator' will, according to Madi-
son, is a matter of the individual's conscientious deter-
mination . It cannot be determined for him by govern-
ment. But it i not merely a matter of thoughtless sin-
cerity. The individual has a duty to use reason in the 
service of conscience for its discovery. 
It is necessary for Madi on's argument that existence 
of some sort of transpolitical moral standard not be 
called into question. This agreement on principle i 
the limit to religious pluralism, because it is the foun-
dation of religious freedom . It is the principle that 
must be accepted if we are to believe that religiou 
freedom is good for human beings. 
The opinion that the purpose of conscience is to dis-
cover transpolitical religiou duty is an indi pensable 
part of the ca e for limited government, for con-
stitutionalism. Even Socrates' virtue, the virtue which 
makes the causes of the ACLU eem admirable, is de-
pendent on the perception that he had some sort of 
divine basis for being morally serious or conscientious. 
Madison, perhaps for thi rea on, never denied that 
religious freedom in some sense or another depends 
on the individual's relation to God. 
Alabama's promotion of silent prayer seems a per-
fect reflection of Madi on' view of the necessary 
American consen us. Government can say nothing 
about the content of the Creator's will, but it offends 
no one's right to suppose that citizens !1ave the capac-
ity personally to discover something about this will. In-
deed, it must affirm such a belief to defend the right 
of conscience. 
The Constitution's limited government is necessarily 
opposed to the idea that aimless relativism is true, be-
cause if there is no truth beyond the arbitrary asser-
tions of government, then it is not clear why or on 
what principle government should limit it assertions. 
Stevens' interpretation of the First Amendment in his 
Wallace opinion is not a legitimate or reasonable de-




Douglas S. Diekema 
YET STILL THERE IS HELL 
Damnation and Hell in C. S. Lewis 
" ... o much mercy, yet still there is Hel1." 1 With 
these words C. S. Lewis summarizes a problem which 
ha plagued Christianity for hundreds of years. Why 
does God send some of His creatures to eternal dam-
nation? Certainly a merciful God who has already paid 
so dearly for our salvation can, by His power alone, 
declare that none shall be damned. 
These sentiments have been echoed by Harold T. 
Bryson: " ... the ew Testament teachings of hell 
seem to be discordant with the love and goodness of 
God. On one hand, we feel that we must believe the 
reality of hell. ... On the other hand we believe in 
the love, grace, and goodness of God."2 Some church 
leaders have been led to the conclusion that they must 
deny the idea of eternal punishment. As Norwegian 
Bishop Kristian Schjeldemp of Hamar declared in the 
late I 950s, "The doctrine of eternal punishment is not 
at home in a religion of love."3 Therein lies the prob-
lematic doctrine of hell. 
ln The Problem of Pain C. . Lewis devotes a chapter 
to the problem and nature of damnation and hell. In 
addition, his ideas concerning the nature of damnation 
permeate many of his other works. In these works, 
Lewis demonstrates that the problem of hell arises 
from an inadequate understanding of the nature of 
damnation. For Lewis, damnation i not a entence im-
po ed by God, but rather a freely made decision in 
which the individual choose to sp nd eternity in his 
own mind, thereby creating hi own hell, an essential 
nothingness resulting from the absence of God. 
Indeed, damnation is not a sentence imposed by 
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God. Rather, it results entirely from a man's freely 
made decision between two choices: his own self or 
God. This choice is faced not once, not twice, not even 
a hundred times, but constantly and unrelentingly 
even in the most petty and apparently meaningless 
daily tasks. As Richard B. Cunningham observe , 
"Each individual, by his small daily choices, is at every 
moment living under the shadow of eternal issues and 
advancing to either heaven or hell."4 It is Lewis' firm 
conviction that these choices can finally lead in only 
one of two directions; we cannot avoid taking side .5 
Lewis describes the human choice in Mere Christianity: 
I would much rather say that every time you make a choice 
you are turning the central part of you, the part of you that 
chooses, into something a little different from what it was be-
fore. And taking your life as a whole, with all your innumer-
able choices, all your life long you are slowly turning this cen-
tral thing either into a heavenly creature or into a hellish 
creature .... To be the one kind of creature is heaven .... 
To be the other means madness, horror, idiocy, rage, impo-
len e, and eternal loneliness. Each of us at each moment is 
progressing to the one state or the otheL6 
Again, in Perelandra, the choice pervades li fe: 
And though there seemed to be, and indeed were, a 
thousand roads by which a man could walk through the 
world, there was not a ingle one that did not lead ooner or 
later either to the Beatific or the Miserific Vision .7 
Each day, man walks between these two incredible pos-
sibilities. In his preface to The Great Divorce, C. S. 
Lewis observes that all roads do not eventually lead to 
1 
• S. Lewis, The P1·obtem of Pain (London: Fontana Books, 1940), 
p. 108. 
2Yes Virginia, There Is a Hell (Na hville: Broadman Press, 1975), 
p. 101. 
~Harry Buis, The Doctrine of Eternal Punishment (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 1957), ix. 
1C. S. Lewis: Defender of the Faith (Philadelphia: Westminster 
Pres , 1967), p. 124. 
5Chad Walsh, C. S. Lewis: Apostle to the keptics ( ew York: Mac-
millan ompany, 1949), pp. 89-90. 
"(United States: Macmillan Company, 1952), pp. 86-87. 
7C. S. Lewis (New York: Macmillan , 1944), p. llY 
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the center of our world, but continuously fork into 
two. At each of these points a decision must be made, 
and there are only two possible directions. 8 Later in 
The Great Divorce George Macdonald explains to his 
visitor that "There are only two kinds of people in the 
end: those who say to God, 'Thy will be done,' and 
those to whom God says, in the end, 'Thy will be 
done'" (p. 72). Finally, toward the end of The Last Bat-
tle all the animals of Narnia approach Asian and one 
of two things happens: they all looked into his face 
and either passed on his right to join him in eternity, 
or they looked at him with hatred and fear and 
"swerved to their right, his left, and disappeared into 
his huge black shadow."9 
"All that are in Hell, choose it. 
Without that self-choice there could 
be no Hell. No soul that seriously 
and constantly desires joy will ever 
miss it. Those who seek find." 
The implication is clear in all of these passages. "All 
that are in Hell , choose it. Without that self-choice 
there could be no Hell. No soul that seriously and con-
stantly desires joy will ever miss it. Those who seek 
find. To those who knock it is opened" (CD, pp. 72-
73). Without a doubt, the choice is man's. 
Like the animals which passed on Asian's right, man 
can choose to submit himself to the will of God . In 
Mere Christianity Lewis describes man as "a rebel who 
must lay down his arms" (p. 59). This idea emerges in 
The Great Divorce where the heavenly angel tells the 
ghost who has the red lizard of lust perched on his 
shoulder, "'I cannot kill it against your will'" (p. 1 00) 
and in Perelandra where the king tells Ransom, "'Al-
ways one must throw oneself into the wave'" (p. 210). 
The theme of self-surrender and submission before 
God as absolutely necessary to salvation recurs 
throughout both The Problem of Pain and Mere Chris-
tianity. Submission is one of two options facing us, and 
only total surrender will suffice. Indeed, "If you ask 
God to take you back without it, you are really asking 
Him to let you go back without going back. It cannot 
happen" (MC, p. 60). Submission is "simply a descrip-
tion of what going back to Him is like" (MC, p. 60). 
Our decision is the real beginning of either salvation 
or damnation. Cunningham explains that "Salvation 
begins as a decision and continues as a process of per-
8(New York: Macmillan, 1946), p. 6. 
9C. S. Lewis (England: Penguin Books, 1956), p. 140. 
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fecting in life and even beyond the grave, as imperfec-
tion is purged and we are made like Christ." 10 
The road forks, however, and man can choose to 
pass on Asian's left-hardening himself against God 
and choosing his own self instead. Lewis refers to such 
a man as a "successful rebel" who has rejected the 
eternally open gates of heaven and for whom "the 
doors of hell are locked on the inside"(PP, p. 115). 
Examples of this type of rebel abound in Lewis' 
works. In Perelandm Lewis describes Weston as a pas-
sive organism that has yielded and opened up its own 
dark will. 11 In That Hideous Strength Wither realizes 
that he can still surrender to God, but instead he drifts 
"passively into his last moments of murder and devil 
worship and death." 12 Likewise, his partner Frost, al-
though seeing he has been on the wrong road all 
along, rejects the opportunity to correct it before his 
death (HS, p. 105). In addition, the dwarfs in The Last 
Battle fail to hear the comforting words of Asian, who 
observes, '"They will not let us help them. They have 
chosen cunning instead of belief. Their prison is only 
in their own minds, yet they are in that prison; and 
so afraid of being taken in that they cannot be taken 
out"' (p . 135). Finally, many ghosts in The Great Divorce 
prefer themselves over God. They want their rights. 
One ghost te lls his heavenly partner, "'I'd rather be 
damned than go along with you"' (p. 36). Indeed, 
"There is always something they insist on keeping, 
even at the price of misery!" (CD, p. 69). So be it. 
Damnation is a choice made by a man-a decision 
whereby the sinner chooses to spend eternity locked in 
his own self rather then in service to God. 
But does God passively look on while man struggles 
with the decision which faces him at every twist and 
turn in life's journey? Not according to Lewis: "God 
beats upon the damned incessantly as sound waves 
beat on the ears of the deaf. ... " (CD, p. 123) God 
is an aggressor who works through His followers on 
this earth. He works through all those who will allow 
it. 13 Indeed, He has never given up on us but "has 
paid us the intolerable compliment of loving us, in the 
deepest, most tragic, most inexorable sense" (PP, p. 
29). He has never condemned us. The Lady explained 
this to her ghostly husband in The Great DivoTCe: 
"'Dear, no one sends you back. Here is all joy. Every-
thing bids you stay"' (p. 116). God beckons us continu-
ously, and his deep love for us was never more clear 
10C. S. Lewis, Defender of the Faith, p. 115. 
1 1 Leanne Payne, Real Presence: The Holy Spirit in the Works of C. S. 
Lewis (Westchester, IL: Cornerstone Books, 1979), pp. 122-23. 
12Kathryn Ann Lindskoog, C. S. Lewis: Mere Christian (Glendale, 
CA: Regal Books, 1973), p. 105. 
13Kathryn Ann Lindskoog, The Lion of Judah in Never-Never Land 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1973), p. 62. 
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than in the atonement. That signified God's greatest 
effort of love, a final attempt to rescue sinners from 
themselves. 
God has given us chance after chance to accept this 
free gift, but finally there must come an end to the 
offer. Lewis compares God to a classroom teacher: 
"But a master often knows, when boys and parents do 
not, that it is really useless to send a boy in for a cer-
tain examination again" (PP, p. 112). God gives us 
abundant opportunities, but there comes a time when 
He must admit defeat. God is holding back to give us 
a chance, but He will not wait forever. The choice is 
ours-today (MC, p. 66). 
By creating man with free will, by 
giving man the choice, God has limited 
Himself. Indeed, rather than making 
robots, God has chosen to take the 
great risk of creating free men. 
Yet, even then His mercy does not end. He even 
puts bounds on the eternal damnation which man so 
often chooses. The angelic guide in The Pilgrim's Re-
gress views "'the Black Hole' as God's last mercy to lost 
souls who will accept no other favor; a means of halt-
ing what would otherwise be the endless propagation 
of evil. ... " 14 Indeed , it is His "'last service to those 
who will let Him do nothing better for them.">l 5 
But, in spite of all His efforts, God is limited by man 
himself. By creating man with free will, by giving man 
the choice, God has limited Himself. Indeed, rather 
then making robots, God has chosen to take the great 
risk of creating free men. As John's guide observes, 
"'The Landlord has taken the risk of working the 
country with free tenants instead of slaves in chain 
gangs; and as they are free there is no way of making 
it impossible for them to go into forbidden places and 
eat forbidden fruits"' (PR, p. 181). By giving man 
freedom, God risks rebellion. In answer to the ques-
tion, "Why can't God save all men?" Lewis says, 
But my reason retorts, "Without their will, or with it?" If I 
say, "Without their will" I at once perceive a contradiction; 
how can the supreme voluntary act of self-surrender be in-
voluntary? If I say "With their will," my reason replies "How 
if they will not give in ?" (PP, p. 107) 
And, again, he states that '"it is meaningless to talk 
14 Walsh, pp. 87-88. 
15C. S. Lewis, The Pilgrim's Regress (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerd-
mans Publishing Company, 1943), p. 181. 
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of forcing a man to do what man has freely made im-
possible for himself" (PR, p. 181). 
God has limited Himself by giving man the final 
choice, and all God's admonishments to save those 
who refuse His mercy will fall on deaf ears. In The 
Magician's Nephew Uncle Andrew could only hear 
growlings and roarings when Asian sang or spoke. 
Asian was unable to either teach or comfort him in the 
distress he brought upon himself. 16 Likewise, the 
dwarfs in The Last Battle failed to see that they were 
in heaven, that they were in the very presence of 
Asian: they are '"so afraid of being taken in that they 
cannot be taken out"' (p. 135). God can call us, but He 
cannot coerce us. If man will not hear, God can only 
let him go his own way. It is not a question of God's 
sending us to hell. "In each of us there is something 
growing up which will of itself be Hell unless it is nip-
ped in the bud." 17 And if we refuse to nip this bud? 
Again, Lewis gives us the answer: 
"What are you asking God to do?" To wipe out their past sins 
and, at all costs, to give them a fresh stan, smoothing every 
difficulty and offering every miraculous help? But He has 
done so, on Calvary. To forgive them? They will not be for-
given. To leave them alone? Alas, I am afra id that is what He 
does. (PP, p. 116) 
Clearly, hell is not a place created by God to send 
the damned. A person chooses damnation , and he 
creates his own hell. Just as the sinner's decision to 
spend eternity in his own mind constitutes the act of 
damnation , the very state of mind created by the sin-
ner in which he has chosen to spend eternity consti-
tutes hell. The damned has created a state of mind 
which locks God out. And what the creature finds in 
his own mind turns out to be hell. In The Last Battle 
Tirian warns the dwarf that '"there is no black hole, 
save in your own fancy, fool '" (p. 133). George Mac-
donald tells the visitor in The Great Divorce that "'Hell 
is a state of mind .... And every state of mind, left 
to itself, every shutting up of the creature within the 
dungeon of its own mind-is, in the end, Hell'" (p. 
69). 
For the bad man, says Lewis, hell is the "mere fact 
of being what he is" (PP, p. 111). The characteristic 
common to all lost souls is "their rejection of every-
thing that is not simply themselves." 18 Indeed, every-
thing is turned into an extension of the self, and fi-
nally, at death, the last contact with others is lost. The 
sinner finally accomplishes what he has always 
16Lindskoog, Lion, p. 71. 
17C. S. Lewis, God in the Dock (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1970), p. 155. 
18Von Hugel , Essays and Addresses, 1st Series, What Do We Mean 
by Heaven and Hell?, as quoted in Lewis, Pain, p. Ill, footnote 2. 
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wanted-"to live wholly in the self and to make the 
best of what he finds there." But what he finds there 
is hell (PP, p. Ill). He finds "a will utterly centered 
in its self and passions utterly uncontrolled by the will" 
(PP, p. 114). 
But, finally, what characterizes the 
"damned" state of mind to make it 
hell? Why is spending eternity in 
the prison of one's own mind such a 
horrible, terrifying experience? 
This state of mind, or hell, is actually created by 
man while on earth . Each day, the sinner makes those 
choices which elevate his self above God. These daily 
acts form the first adumbrations of hell. The self even-
tually turns all experiences into its own realm-there 
is little left of anything but the self. And after a while, 
the self has lost the ability to discern anything other 
than its own self. It is the only thing left. 19 Indeed, the 
grumbler becomes a grumble; the sinner become his 
sins (CD, p. 113). Clyde Kilby explains: 
The road to hell begins with, say, a grumbling mood. The 
possessor of that mood knows it simply as a mood and he 
himself very distinct from it. ... But the time may come 
when the mood and the man unite . A man no longer is a 
grumbler but only a gn1mble. There is no "you" left either 
to criticize or to enjoy the mood. 20 
Lewis illustrates this further in Pe1·elandra where Ran-
som watches in horror as Weston becomes the "Un-
man." He says, "The forces which had begun, perhaps 
years ago, to eat away his humanity had now com-
pleted their work" (p. 130). Lewis also explains this 
process of hell-building in Mere Christianity: 
Perhaps my bad temper or my jealousy are gradually getting 
worse-so gradually that the increase in seventy years will not 
be very noticeable. But it might be ab olute hell in a million 
years: in fact, if Christianity is true, Hell is the precisely cor-
rect technical term f01· what it would be. (p. 73) 
Hell, then, i a state of mind which begins while the 
sinner lives on earth. This condition lead Lewis to con-
clude that hell is in a ense retroactive. In The Great Di-
vorce Lewis states, "Not only the twilight in that town, 
but all their life on earth too, will be seen by the 
damned to have been hell. . .. Damnation will spread 
back and back into their past and contaminate the plea-
19Ciyde S. Kilby, The Christian World of C. . Lewis (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, I 964), p. 182. 
20/bid., p. 49. 
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sure of sin. The lost will say, "'We were always in Hell"' 
(CD, pp. 67-68). Indeed, the process begins on this 
earth, and, for those who choose to damn themselves 
and to spend eternity locked in the dungeon of their 
own minds, even their time on earth "will turn out to 
have been, all along, only a region of Hell" (CD, p. 7). 
But, finally , what characterizes the "damned" state 
of mind to make it hell ? Why is spending eternity 
locked in the prison of one's own mind uch a horri-
ble, terrifying experience? The key to these questions 
lies in the nature of the decision itself. In locking him-
elf into his mind, the sinner has locked God out. The 
sinner finds that his own self and everything in him-
self are essentially nothingness resulting from the ab-
sence of God and everything from God. He has cho-
en omething less than God, and the only th ing left 
is noth ingness . In Perelandra Weston despairs over the 
horror of death from the viewpoint of one who has 
chosen damnation: 
" ... all the dead have sunk down into the inner darkne s ... 
If your God exist , He's not in the globe-He's outside, like a 
moon. As we pass into the interior we pass out of His ken. He 
doesn't follow us in .... That is, from His point of view, we 
move away, into what He regards as non-entity, where He 
never follows." (p. 168) 
Indeed, thi absence of God-of everything good-
leaves nothing. Even evil is parasitic of good; without 
good there can be nothing. The absolutene s of this be-
comes apparent with the end of arnia in The Last Bat-
tle. As Asian removes Himself from Narnia and locks 
the door, "The whole country became bare . ... The 
grass died ... bare rock and earth. You could hardly 
believe that anything had ever lived there. The monsters 
themselves grew old and lay down and died ... dead 
rock . .. sun also was dying .... There was total dark-
ness ... ice-cold air" (pp. 141-143). Heat, light, Life-all 
were gone. In The Great Divorce the residents of the grey 
town Live in continual fear of endless night-the ab ence 
of light. Ransom's description of the underworld in 
Perelandra shows much the same thing: 
The truth was now beyond doubt. There was no good waiting 
for the morning. There would be no morning here till the end 
of the world. . .. Was it possible to reverse the process? ... 
very doubtful. And anyway, one had no light. ... One minor 
trouble was that he could not help straining his eyes to see. It 
gave him a headache and created phantom lights and colors. 
(pp. 174-176) 
Indeed, coming to the surface, Ransom looked back and 
saw "a cave that seemed to be made of ice" (p. 185). Not 
even heat remained. 
But hell lacks more than light, heat, and biological 
life. A complete absence of substance or reality also 
characterizes it. Hell is the darkness outside of Heaven, 
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the "outer rim where being fades away into non-entity" 
(PP, p. 11 5). The damned are non-existent. Screwtape, 
in "Screwtape Proposes a Toast," observe that "We 
are tempted to say that such souls--or such residual 
puddles of what once was soul-are hard ly worth 
damning."21 Indeed, Lewis notes that the damned go 
to a place never made for men at all-precisely be-
cause they cease to be men: " ... to enter hell , is to 
be bani hed from humanity. What is cast (or casts it-
self) into hell i not a man: it is 'remains"' (PP, p. 113). 
The n-man in Perelandra conveys thi notion of re-
mains. He is merely an empty shell. All that remains 
is a ghost of what had once been a man-Weston. This 
dwindling away to what is barely recognizable as the 
original being is, perhaps, symbolized by Weston's 
phy ical condition after Ransom ha crushed his head: 
"He turned to the Un-man. ll had hardly anything left 
that you could cal l a head" (p. 182). 
Also, in The Great Divorce the grey town lacks e sen-
tial reality. The re idents can have anyth ing they want, 
but what they get ha no substance. Their house fail 
to keep the rain out. The people them elves are ghosts 
compared with the reality of heaven: "The men were 
as they alway had been .... It was the light, the grass, 
the trees that were different; made of some different 
ubstan e, so much solider than thing in our country 
that men were ghosts by comparison" (p. 28) . Indeed, 
to tho e in heaven, hell had no substance-it would fit 
into a era k in the ground and weighed nothing-"for 
a damned soul is nearly nothing: it is hrunk, shut up 
in it elr' (p. 123). 
A complete loss of all meaning and understanding 
also characteri zes hell. Without God, there can be no 
meaning: confusion abounds. For Wither in That Hide-
au Strength, even the last moments before death are 
meaningless,22 and in Perelandra Weston tells Ransom 
that "it's awful. You don't u'nder tand. Right down 
under layers and layers. Buried alive. You try to con-
nect things and can't. They take your head off ... and 
you can't even look back on what life was like in the 
rind, because you know it never did mean anyth ing 
from the beginning" (p. 170). The frequent babblings 
of Weston , the Un-man, also indicate the total 
meaningle sness and confusion of which he has be-
come a part. Finally, in The Great Divorce, meaning also 
ceases to exist. The grey town is without a center: dull 
and meaningless. The residents are all confused. They 
even fail to realize where they have been living, as is 
indicated by the apostate preacher's comment, "You 
mean that the grey town ... i , in a sen e Heaven , if 
2 1C. S. Lewis, The Wodd's Last Night and Other EsSO)'I ( ew York: 
Harcourt, Brace, & Company, 1960), p. 53. 
22 Kilby, p. 42. 
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only we have eyes to see it?" (pp. 38-39) 
But what really makes hell a horror lies not in the 
absence of light, heat, ubstance, or meaning, but in 
the absence of both good and love. Lewis pictures hell 
as a place where everyone is looking out for number 
one. Envy, self-importance, resentment, fear, greed, 
hate , and competition all describe hel l. Personal ad-
vancement can come only with the ruin of everybody 
else. Everyone is a back- tabber.23 According to Kath-
ryn Lindskoog, "The whole philosophy of Hell is one 
of ompetition. Every gain by one being in Hell is los 
to another."24 There is ab olutely no goodness or love; 
all that remains can only be called hell. 
For lewis, hell is the state of mind, 
created by a sinner, which shuts God 
out. Hell is hell because God (and 
everything associated with Him) is 
absent- in other words, hell is 
nearly nothingness. It is a place 
never really meant for men at all . 
For C. S. Lewis , then , hell is the state of mind, 
created by a sinner, which shuts God out. Hell is hell 
becau e God (and everything associated with Him) is 
ab ent-in other word , hell i nearly nothingness . 
Thi notion ties in closely with the words Christ used 
to describe hell : punishment, destruction, and priva-
tion or exclusion from God (PP, pp. 112-113). Thee 
are all inherent in the notion of hell expressed in 
Lewis' work. Richard Cunningham ays that Lewis 
takes the ideas of hell in Scripture and converges them 
into "the idea of being banished from humanity and 
going to a place never meant for men at all."25 
Lewis' sole purpose is to clarify that hell is not some-
thing of God, but rather something totally abstracted 
from God. The doctrine of hell is detestable, and he 
wants to be sure that no one credits the existence of 
hell to God. Lewis' picture of damnation exists to help 
us- not to promote further speculation. Lewis ends his 
chapter on hell in The Problem of Pain with this wi e 
warning: 
In all discussions of Hell we should keep teadily before our 
eyes the possible damnation, not of our enemies nor our 
friends (since both these disLUrb the reason) but of ourselves. 
This chapter is not abou t your wife or son, nor about Nero 
or Judas lscariot; it is about you and me. (p. 116) •: 
23 Kilby, p. 44. 
24C. S. Lewis: Mere Christian, p. I 03. 






A woman I know has told me 
many times that she likes television. 
More and more I think about this 
and ask myself what she means, 
especially since her return from 
Corosivo. To obscure places, she 
makes short trips that in the telling 
seem long. 
"I saw so many good things on 
television," she told me. Moebie-
her name is Moebie-comes from 
Ampersand County and does not 
take well to kidding. I asked her 
about Corosivan television. "Televi-
sion in Corosivo is very good," she 
said. "The programs are very good, 
and the commercials are very 
good." 
"It isn 't state-run?" asked. 
"What?" she said. "They have com-
mercials, then," I said. "The com-
mercials are very good," she aid. 
"They tell you what products are in 
the little stores, the little markets." 
Moebie in fact pulls out her 
notes, and when she does this, I 
ask myself, "What is going on?" 
Only lovers take notes , I thought. 
Only passion, in its prancing 
through the brain like a wounded 
Charles Vandersee, a graduate of 
Valparaiso University, teaches English 
at the University of Virginia. 
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animal, moves the fingers to the 
pen . Yet he has always said she 
"likes" television; she has never 
spoken of "love." Possibly one does 
not speak of love in our times. 
Possibly there are certain codes, 
certain equivalences, that one 
learns from television or from 
Corosivo. Just as some notes of 
music that are not right notes, but 
nearly right, make us live in our 
dreams the night after the concert 
in certain streets of old small towns 
that we otherwise ignore (in our 
mind 's night eye) in favor of 
movie-lot false fronts. On such 
streets, for example, are the gray 
double doors of old automobile 
garages that would not have accom-
modated the newer, fatter cars. 
"In Corosivo," she says (and I 
realize she has been talking while I 
have been meandering), "the vil-
lages all have their central televi-
sion set, their television set in the 
center of the vi llage, in the heart of 
the village where you might expect 
to see a bandstand or a plaster 
sheriff-the sheriff being a symbol 
of the law that these people cannot 
afford, but, having seen on televi-
sion, deeply desire, for the sake of 
their imagination and anxiety." 
I then thought I knew. The tele-
vision she liked was a sort of sym-
bol of community, an icon of 
shared experience, a mutant ar-
tifact between the age of religion 
and the coming age of utter pri-
vacy symbolized in North America 
by the Walkman or secret com-
puterized recipe file. 
"The thing that television is not," 
she went on, "is a symbol of primi-
tive community." She was looking 
at her notes, dividing them on the 
floor into first two piles and then a 
third . "I appeared on television in 
Corosivo," she said. "In the small 
hotel was a wandering American 
cameraman from one of the large 
state universities ." "In search of 
transitional images," she went on, 
"and as I opened the double doors, 
of fresh fire metal painted the 
color of the distant afternoon sun 
on one of those days of bad air in 
Delaware or Manhattan, there he 
was. There he was, with his lady 
friend holding two cans with famil-
iar logos. I saw that you could buy 
Dr. Pepper in Corosivo." 
"You would have known that 
from television," I aid. "Not at 
all ," she said. "On television in 
Corosivo, as in many other known 
countries, you see repetitions of a 
great many phenomena, but in the 
interstices exist other phenomena, 
in exponential quantities." 
"What I like about television," 
she went on, "is the way that televi-
sion is true to itself. It selects, it re-
moves, and what it leaves, it di-
vides. It divides experience." She 
had her notes in three piles, like 
the three bears, or the Godhead, or 
the old traffic lights before the 
turn arrows. I saw in fact that a 
third eye had formed on her lower 
forehead, just above the bridge of 
the nose. 
"On television in 
Corosivo . . . you see 
repetitions of a great 
many phenomena, but in 
the interstices exist 
other phenomena, in 
exponential quantities." 
"Please," I said; "please don 't. " 
She closed that eye slowly, and 
quickly it disappeared. For a few 
seconds we shared opposite emo-
tions. I went on: "As regards televi-
sion , in Corosivo things surely are 
as they are, as you imply, or as they 
might be, in Wilmington or Peeks-
kill." "Not being contentious," I 
aid, "but television is a sort of 
shared community of experience, a 
mutant icon marking a transition 
between the universality of belief 
and the inerrancy of one's own in-
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dividual imago dei." 
"The very logo you cite," I said, 
"and its instant recognition factor, 
just as in some earlier decade in 
any mall town-in Ephrata, Penn-
sylvania, or in Arbitran, 
Maryland-the gray double doors, 
directly on the sidewalk, marked an 
auto garage and a man inside with 
a new battery or a crank or a tire 
iron. A symbol of community on 
the frontier of the automobile. Well 
known." 
She was very calm. I looked at 
her forehead expectantly, as one 
looks into a cage at the zoo, seeing 
two bears. One tries to see through 
the bears, to see the third bear. 
One looks into the single tree-is 
the child bear in the tree? I could 
not imagine what made her think 
that television was not a symbol of 
community. 
"Have you ever made the trip to 
Coro ivo?" she finally asked. I told 
her of course I had not been there, 
that she had known me a long 
time, and in that time I had not 
been to Corosivo. When she was 
planning her own trip I had told 
her I had barely been in one of the 
adjacent countries. I told her now 
it was an unworthy argumentative 
ploy to insinuate that Corosivo 
somehow changed television, and 
that because I had not been in 
Coro ivo I did not know television. 
"Triage," she said. "Television di-
vide experience as I have divided 
these notes. Here is one pile, here 
is another pile, and here is a third." 
She put her left foot on one, her 
right foot on another, and lifted a 
small lamp off the table, taking 
care with the cord, which she put 
on the third pile. 
"Only the pile under the light 
survives," she said. "The others die. 
This is the nature of television." "I 
like something with that power," 
she said. "I like the knowledge that 
outside the realm of light is dark-
ness." She touched the reverse of 
my palm. "You too," she said. "I 
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know that you too like the knowl-
edge that outside the realm of light 
is darknes ." 
"Since," she said, "it must then 
be explored, like orne uncele-
brated small rain forest in a coun-
try that has only just changed its 
familiar name." "In other words," 
she said, "possibility is a word that 
we give to darknes or absence. 
Things removed may be rein-
vented. At least we agree on that." 
"To mock," she said, a 
third time. And then a 
fourth time, this time in 
vermilion letters dancing 
across her brow, like the 
first flashing neon sign 
in some small village. 
"But when you take away one 
foot," I said, "or both feet, some 
light is there on the other two 
piles." "This is not so in Corosivo," 
she said. "In Corosivo, in the vil-
lages, the light from over the 
mountain is a different light. In the 
middle of the square is the gray 
television box, a concentrated light, 
not a diffusing light, a light that di-
vides the village into three parts." 
"I wonder," she said, "if you can 
imagine the struggling, the pushing 
out of place and into place, that 
goes on in the constant desire to 
get from the two sides of the 
screen of glass beads to the front of 
it, and carry reports from it into 
the small taverns of villages even 
more remote. It is division, all divi-
sion, because the reports to the vil-
lages differ so intensely. A sermon 
and a healing, say some. No, a 
spacecraft landing on the holy 
beach at Desavanta. No, no, a sort 
of marimba orchestra." 
I took her other hand and gently 
lifted her feet off the two pile of 
notes, careful not to disturb the 
lamp or its cord. "It is very hard to 
imagine," I said gently, but proba-
bly patronizingly, as gentleness 
often is patronizing, as we know. "I 
find it very hard to imagine. You 
might as well ask me to imagine 
what life i like in front of the tele-
vision sets in Ampersand County." 
I turned to her, shaping a smile, 
but her fury preceded me-a hiss, 
a scrape, and a puff of smoke from 
the suddenly vandalized lamp. 
"Pettiness!" she cried, nearly shrill 
with anger, her feet flashing in the 
afterglare. "I teach you survival in-
formation, and your antiquated re-
sponse is to mock Ampersand 
County, as if it were New Jersey." 
"To mock New Jersey," she said. 
"To mock," she said, a third 
time. And then a fourth time, this 
time in vermilion letters dancing 
across her brow, like the first flash-
ing neon sign in some small village. 
"It was an accident," I said ap-
prehensively, but it came out, "I 
am an accident," and I could see 
she could not help smiling. She 
comes, she has told me, from a 
mercurial family, with a long his-
tory of short attention spans. She 
quickly, however, resumed her 
more severe countenance, like an 
apple just beginning to brown. It 
had not been a fatal accident, al-
though there was a question about 
the lamp. 
We are old friends; we went on 
talking, far into the night, setting a 
great many things a ide, having the 
ense of sweeping a boxing ring 
clean for combat, nearly oblivious 
to the dawn of another postmodern 
day. At six-thirty everywhere in the 
nervous, overfed portion of the 
globe the anchorpeople would al-
ready have been up for two hours, 
selecting small portions of the 
newly corroded surface to be deli-
cately daubed with banality, as a 
man gazing into a mirror spills 
powder over a shaving cut or a 
woman greases a facial rift. 





Albert R. Trost 
Most readers are probably happy 
to be in a season relatively free of 
poli tical campaigning. The election 
of 1984 is rapidly fading into the 
dim past of other presidential elec-
tion years. We have heard rumbles 
of the presidential election to come 
in 1988 from Jack Kemp, Gary 
Hart, Ted Kennedy, Howard 
Baker, George Bush, et al., but the 
rumbles are still distant. Primaries 
and off-year elections are coming 
later this year, but their attendant 
political advertisements have not 
yet intruded into prime-time televi-
sion. News programs are still 
mainly focused on crime, natural 
disasters, arms control, and ter-
rorist incidents. We are all thankful 
for the respite, short though it may 
be. The ominous title of a recent 
book by Sidney Blumenthal ( 1982) 
foretells an even shorter respite in 
the future with The Permanent Cam-
paign. 
I hope you will forgive me for 
intruding into your brief peace. 
The election of 1984 deserves a 
further look. It carries lessons for 
the "future of American politics." 
Albert R. Trost, a graduate of Valpa-
raiso University, is Chairman of the 
Department of Political Science at the 
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(Many of the insights in this essay 
are provoked by an article by Wal-
ter Dean Burnham in Election '84, 
edited by Ellis Sandoz and Cecil 
Crabb, New American Library, 
1985.) 
Immediately after the election 
there was a lot of comment on the 
size of President Reagan's victory, 
his personal popularity, and the 
role of television in the campaign. 
These were important features. 
However, there were other features 
of the election, some of possibly 
more significance, that deserve 
comment. 
Though the landslide for Presi-
dent Reagan was very large in 
1984, it was not the largest in re-
cent times. In terms of percentage 
of the popular vote, Reagan's total 
was exceeded by Roosevelt in 1936, 
Johnson in 1964, and Nixon in 
1972. Reagan 's electoral vote mar-
gin was exceeded by Roosevelt in 
1936. What was distinctive about 
the Reagan victory was its national 
dimension. There was the smallest 
cross-state variance (the most un-
iformity) 111 President Reagan's 
margin of victory over his oppo-
nent than in any presidential elec-
tion in over a hundred years. In 
other words, the nation reacted to 
the choice more homogeneously 
than it had done in a very long 
time. This homogeneity could be 
seen among social categories as 
well. The "gender gap," for exam-
ple, decreased from 1980. 
Despite President Reagan 's im-
pressive victory and a concerted ef-
fort by him to get a more sympa-
thetic Congress, his coattails were 
not very large. The average Demo-
cratic candidate for Congress ran 
nine percentage points ahead of 
Walter Mondale. The Republican 
were only able to gain a few more 
than a dozen House seats, making 
only a small dent in the Democratic 
majority in that chamber. The GOP 
had a net gain of only one gover-
norship. The party's majority in the 
Senate was reduced by two to a 
total of 53. Though the Republi-
cans gained almost 300 state legisla-
tive seats nation-wide, this did very 
little to clarify party control of state 
governments. In fact, 1984 was a 
record year for split control of state 
governments. Though there has 
been much comment on the non-
transferability of Reagan's personal 
popularity to other candidates, the 
phenomenon is not new. Coattails 
of Presidents have had li ttle effect 
in any election since 1960. 
I hope you will forgive 
me for intruding into 
your brief peace. The 
election of 1984 
deserves a further look. 
Supporting the idea that differ-
ent attractions were operating at 
the top of the ticket than below was 
the continuing importance of in-
cumbency, shown most dramatically 
in House of Representative races. 
An all-time high number of Repre-
sentatives decided to seek re-elec-
tion , 408 of 435, and 96.1 per cent 
were successful! Except for the 
election of 1968, this success rate 
for incumbents was also at a peak. 
A related feature of House races in 
1984 was the lack of close compe-
tition. Sixty-five seats were uncon-
tested. Seventy-five per cent of all 
the winners in House races won 
with more than 60 per cent of the 
vote. This is another record. 
The inability of President Reagan 
to use his personal popularity to 
sweep other Republicans into of-
fice, the split party control of state 
governments, and the strength of 
incumbency in House races all 
point to a decline in voter loyalty to 
one party, a phenomenon political 
scientists call party identification . 
There is evidence that voter iden-
tification with a candidate or a can-
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didate's image and identification 
with issues may be filling the vac-
uum left by party identification. 
Certainly voters are less willing to 
call themselves Democrats or Re-
publicans and more willing to iden-
tify as Independents. This trend 
has been going on since the mid-
1960s. Most of the slippage in 
party identification has been 
among Democrats, though around 
40 per cent of the voters are sti ll 
wi lling to call themselve Democrat 
while only 25 per cent see them-
selves as Republicans. Obviously in 
1980 and 1984, many who called 
themselves Democrat and Inde-
pendents must have voted for the 
Republican candidate for President. 
Looking on ly at the presidential 
election results, some observers 
suggested that we were completing 
a "party realignment" in 1984, 
moving from the New Deal major-
ity for the Democrats to a stable 
majority base for Republicans. Out-
side of the vote for President, there 
is not much evidence for this con-
clusion . Certainly one group left 
the Democratic ew Deal coalition 
by 1984: white Southerners, par-
ticularly those who call themse lves 
born-again Christian . Even if the 
movement of this group is perma-
nent, it is probably still not enough 
to give the Republicans a national 
maj01·ity. (It does, though, give a 
different cast to Southern regional 
politics.) 
The decline of the political party 
has also manifested itself in the de-
clining party role in election cam-
paigns and the declining role of 
party leaders in the nomination of 
presidential candidates. Partly due 
to campaign finance laws, the role 
of political action committee 
(PACs) and interest groups in-
creased in financing campaigns at 
the expense of central party financ-
ing of individual cand idates. In the 
same way, the influence of the 
mass media, media consultants to 
candidates, and campaign staff 
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pollsters grew at the expense of 
state and national party commit-
tees. 
In the Democratic campaign in 
1984, party leaders seemed to have 
little control over the presidential 
nominating process within their 
party. Much of this was intentional , 
resulting from the party rules re-
forms of the early 1970s. However, 
there seemed to be a feeling among 
Democratic party leaders that tl1e 
opening and democratization of the 
party had gone too far, and in sev-
eral ways they tried to reclaim their 
lost influence. Most of the party 
leaders and the traditional interest 
groups that support the party, like 
the AFL-CIO, backed Mondale 
from the very beginning of the 
campaign for the party's nomina-
tion. The early forecast was there-
fore for a dull campaign, with 
Mondale winning easi ly. 
Voters are less willing 
to call themselves 
Democrats or Republicans 
and more willing to 
identify as Independents. 
This trend has been going 
on since the mid-1960s. 
Yet the campaign produced two 
surprise showings, Gary Hart's and 
jesse Jackson 's . Hart's momentum 
seemed to build through the spring 
of 1984 despite the backing of 
Mondale by the party leaders. 
Hart's cand idacy also threatened 
the Party in that he seemed to re-
ject the Democrats' traditional in-
terest group-based liberalism and 
reach out in new directions. 
Whi le less of a threat to Mon-
dale's ultimate nomination , Jes e 
Jackson was even more of a threat 
to the party's established position 
on issues and its appeals to the tra-
ditional components of the ew 
Deal coalition. Jackson 's "rainbow 
coalition" consisted for the most 
part of groups very marginal to the 
old coalition. His appeal was sig-
nificantly to the left of the tradi-
tional center of the party. Of 
course, given the result m 
November, it is possible that the 
Democratic party has lost its tradi-
tiona l issue focus, and Jackson's po-
sition may well be prophetic. To 
Mondale and other party leaders, 
the vigor and strength of the Hart 
and Jackson challenges must have 
been dismaying. T hings must seem 
even more unsettled as these lead-
ers look ahead to 1988. Their party 
seems in disarray and almost out of 
control. 
A final characteristic of the elec-
tion of 1984, again fitting into a 
longer-term trend, was the class na-
ture of the division between voters 
and non-voters. President Reagan 
scored an impressive victory among 
those who went to the polls. He re-
ceived a majority from the great 
majority of social groups into which 
the electorate is usually broken. Of 
those voting, Reagan received a 
majority from every income cate-
gory except those earning less than 
$12,500 annually. He received a 
majority in every region of the 
country. He received a majority of 
every educational level. He re-
ceived a m<tiority of every major 
occupational group except the un-
employed (and liberal arts facul-
ties). A majority of Catholics and 
Protestants voted for him . Only 
three groups in the population 
went in the other directon: Blacks, 
Hispanics, and Jews. 
However, the largest group in 
November of 1984 did not vote at 
all, a tota l larger than all those who 
voted for Ronald Reagan. In both 
1980 and 1984 arou nd 45 per cent 
of the potential electorate did not 
vote. (Of the potential electorate, 
just 32.3 per cent voted for 
Reagan .) T hose who did not vote 
are young, poor, less-educated, and 
somewhat likely to be members of a 
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racial minority. Over 75 per cent of 
the Hispanic population did not 
vote in the last election; the great 
majority of this group did not even 
bother to register. Though the per-
centage of Blacks registered to vote 
was significantly higher than in 
previous elections, almost half of 
this population chose not to vote. 
Over 60 per cent of all those under 
24 did not vote. A majority of 
those with less than a high school 
education did not vote. 
The major change in U.S. 
politics involves nothing 
less than the decline 
of political parties in 
the political system. 
There are some political obser-
vers who believe that these 
categories of non-voters are 
strongly anti-system and that a can-
didate who stood for radical 
change could mobilize them. They 
were the target of Jesse Jackson 
and his "rainbow coalition," and 
that effort met with some success in 
registering marginal voters and get-
ting some of them to the polls in 
the season of the primaries. How-
ever, a majority still did not vote. 
Since we are unlikely to have a rad-
ical candidate in the near future, 
the argument about the potential 
participation of these non-voters 
must remain unsettled. What can 
be stated with some certainty, and 
this is disturbing enough, is that 
the active electorate is predomin-
antly middle-class, white, and mid-
dle-aged, an electorate of "haves." 
Ronald Reagan's appeal landed 
smack in the middle of this group. 
As the election of 1984 ended, 
most Americans heaved a sigh of 
relief. For at least a few months 
they would not be inundated with 
campaign ads, election returns, and 
election analyses. One could get on 
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with the non-political aspects of 
life, confident that all was going 
normally with the political system. 
That is not necessarily so. 
Most of the people who are ac-
tive in politics and many of those 
who study it have a feeling that 
1984 was part of a change of direc-
tion in the political party system. 
Most Republicans and even a 
number of Democrats feel a shift in 
the conservative direction, and, at 
least in presidential elections, an 
improvement in prospects for the 
Republicans. Though some Demo-
crats long for the old days of the 
New Deal and the New Society and 
think they might recover it, their 
party, what it stands for and how it 
runs, has changed irrevocably. 
However all that may be, the 
election of 1984 is most significant 
becau e it continues some longer-
term trends, begun in the mid-
l960s. These are more fundamen-
tal than shifts in party identifica-
tion and ideological center. The 





than the decline in the importance 
of political parties in our political 
system. If, as most political scien-
tists have believed, political parties 
have been critical in aggregating 
the diverse interests of our pluralis-
tic society, who will perform that 
function in the future? Our society 
is too plural and complex to afford 
further disaggregation. If it were 
not for our electoral system-the 
single-member, simple-plurality sys-
tem which forces the development 
of large, catch-all parties which 
aggregate many interests-we 
would certainly have a more 
ideological and more polarized 
multi-party system. The class basis 
of the division between voters and 
non-voters suggests something 
closer to the politics of continental 
European nations. 
In any case, it will be fascinating 
to see if our party system continues 
to decline in future campaigns and, 
if so, what that will mean for our 
political culture. Are you ready for 
1988? c: 
were all for feeding five thousand plus (showing them 
to hillside tables in fifties, chauvinist maitre d' counted only men) , 
yet Christ broke bread, blessed it, the little lad and twelve 
awed feasters who brought baskets 
without knowing they'd 
picnic. 
*There are a number of number series (Fibonacci, Lucas, etc.), in which each 
number of the series is the sum of the previous two. The Evangelist Series takes 
its name from numbers in the Gospel account of the feeding of the five 
thousand and progresses 2, 5, 7, 12, etc. It provides the format for the syll-
ables of this poem. 
Bernhard Hillila 
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The Demon of 
Communication 
James Combs 
1 have long thought that a lead-
ing candidate for the most chilling 
book written in this century is Jac-
ques Ellul's Propaganda, combining, 
as it does, the inexorability of 
French logic with the Orwellian 
bleakness of dystopian prophecy. 
Ellul sees propaganda not as an 
identifiable aberration of tyrants 
and used-car salesmen that can be 
easily refuted by an alert and in-
formed public, nor as a property of 
specific enterprises, such as the ad-
vertising campaigns of hamburger 
chains and political candidates. 
Rather propaganda is a principle of 
communication in an ever-expand-
ing technological society built on 
the solid foundation of mass illu-
siOn. 
Ellul argues that propaganda is 
necessary to maintain the status 
quo of large-scale mass societies, 
but that the historical effect, in-
tended or not, is much more pow-
erful and malevolent than, say, Ed-
ward Bernays or even Josef Goeb-
bels might have believed. In the fu-
ture, he suggests, propagandists 
will strive to make mass media into 
James Combs returns this month from 
sabbatical leave to his duties in the De-
partment of Political Science at Valpa-
raiso University. 
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a perfect form of communication, 
the sure and certain persuasion 
and manipulation of audiences 
trained to expect nothing else. 
Propaganda, in his view, is the cen-
tral mode of political and social 
communication of our time, the in-
dispensable way of "engineering 
con ent" and controlling thought 
and action. 
This sounds like a heavy burden 
to lay upon the flacks of Madison 
Avenue and the shill in the White 
House, but Ellul isn't kidding: the 
crude means of control of old are 
being replaced by subtle and usu-
ally unrecognized means, all the 
more effective and long-lasting be-
cause they are so. People are not 
being bludgeoned into submission, 
they are being lured into it by the 
siren's-song of the propagandist. 
The new Grand lnqui itors offer 
us the magic, mystery, and author-
ity of the 30-second spot ad, the 
convention film , the full-page 
magazine pictorial, the publicity 
stunt, the celebrity hype. Prop-
aganda is so much of our lives that 
it is second nature to us now, and 
many of us would truly be dis-
oriented and terrified if it disap-
peared. Who, then, would tell us 
how to think and act? 
In some ways, Ellul's analysis 
may even be too narrow, depend-
ing upon how you define prop-
aganda. Recall Harold Lasswell's fa-
mous definition: "Propaganda is 
the making of deliberately one-
sided statements to a mass audi-
ence. It is an act of advocacy in 
mass communication." In this ex-
pansive view, we all become prop-
agandists of a sort because we all 
lie, embellish, omit, b.s., in sum, use 
communication to persuade and 
manipulate other people, not to 
mention ourselves, even when we 
are convinced our motives are im-
peccable and our intentions sincere. 
("A sincere man," Peter Berger 
once wrote, "is someone who be-
lieves his own propaganda.") 
The seed of all propaganda is 
implicit in the uncomfortable insis-
tence of our devilish pal Machia-
velli on the necessity of deceit, on 
the recognition that rule of all 
kinds (including self-rule) is based 
on deceit. If people did not talk to 
each other in "bad faith," things-as-
we-know-them would collapse into 
a Hobbesian war. The mass prop-
agandists just practice the art of de-
ceit on a more inclusive and sophis-
ticated level, and we intuitively un-
derstand (even if we don't admit) 
what they're doing, because prop-
aganda is such an integral part of 
the necessary deceits that sustain 
our existence. 
Now them's hard sayin's, but it is 
simply an existential version of 
Ellul 's more sociological argument. 
The deceiver, argued Machiavelli , 
will always find someone to de-
ceive, and perhaps we cannot imag-
ine it any other way. A universal 
and ancient human failing in our 
time becomes a ruling principle, 
and if Ellul is right the fundamen-
tal ethos of communication at every 
level. The philosophical ideal of 
truth thus loses any inherent value, 
replaced by the equation of truth 
and expediency, the assumption 
that people expect and want to be 
lied to. 
The philosophical ideal 
of truth loses any 
inherent value; truth is 
equated with expediency. 
The Age of Communication 
thereby would be ruled by a power 
philosophy, the philosophy of 
propaganda. We will be ruled by 
power in both its oldest and newest 
sense: old, in that the powerful 
rule through the bald-faced, and 
even cynical, "lie of Authority," as 
Auden called it; new, in that the 
powerful rule through the most ex-
quisite and invisible form of power 
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ever devised, propaganda. If this 
view is correct, then we ar·e being 
ruled not by the captains of indu -
try but rather "the captains of con-
sciousness." The elite structure that 
makes a difference is composed not 
of those who control the means of 
production , but rather of those 
who control the means of com-
munication. 
This vrew rs con istent with 
theorie of "cultu ral hegemony" 
which argue that contemporary 
"postmodern" societie are ruled 
through the ideological mystifica-
tion of propaganda. Not only does 
this enlist all mas communicators 
as propagandists, more fundamen-
tally it means that a ll such com-
munication is intentional , biased, 
and deceptive, in a word, prop-
aganda. Cultural communicators 
are there to enforce a consensual 
orthodoxy, so groups such as "Ac-
curacy in Media" and "Accuracy in 
Academia" may be quite on the 
mark in their attempts to insist 
upon orthodoxy among news-
people and profe sors, hiding be-
hind their silly notions of "objectiv-
ity" and "academic freedom. " 
Ironically, the orthodoxists share 
the view of Gramsci and other 
Marxists who argue that all idea 
are propaganda, that com-
municators are propagandists; 
therefore it is important for the 
exercise of power to control what 
communicators say. Since there i 
only one side that is Right, then it 
is the job of communicators to cel-
ebrate the cultural hegemony of 
the one side, at the expense of the 
other, Wrong side. The enemies of 
the State do not understand th 
principle of propaganda, nor their 
role as propagandi ts. Indeed, if 
they are "liberal" or "leftist" in 
their propaganda bia , that at lea t 
is understandable, since at least we 
know their hidden agenda, and 
that it is against our hidden 
agenda. So "Rather Biased" and 
"Professor Pinko Bedwetter" can be 
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forced to be "accurate" and thu 
neutralized. What wi ll be more dif-
ficult to suppress will be the jour-
nalistic and academic tradition of 
critical and skeptical thinking, 
which rejects miracle, mystery, and 
authority, thinks that all prop-
aganda is a lie to be demy tified, 
and suspect that all governments 
are run by liars. 
If people remember to 
take propaganda for what 
it is, then there is 
some hope for resistance 
to indoctrination in 
orthodoxies of all kinds. 
Observers such as Daniel Bell 
have disputed the consensus on 
cu ltural hegemony and claimed 
quite to the contrary that we suffe r 
from historical disjunction, wherein 
the dominant politi al and eco-
nomic orthodoxy is at odds with 
cultural and even ethical beliefs 
and practices. In that instance, 
propaganda is telling us conflicting 
things, confu ing u about what to 
think and do. The economic in-
junction that hard work pays off 
may be disputed by popular stories 
that dramatize the corruption of 
wealth, or ads that elebrate the 
pleasures of the flesh rather than 
the pain of work discipline. If you 
reflect upon the hundreds of prop-
aganda messages with which you 
are bombarded daily, you are 
struck by the choices-too often 
pseudo-choices-you are offered. 
Political and economic orthodoxy is 
countered, and disputed, by cul-
tural nonorthodoxy fed by the 
propagandi ts of cultural consump-
tion. What will "Accuracy 111 
Academia" think of a recitation of 
contemporary political Truths from 
a female tudent in Madonna-
punk, or a sophomore with orange 
and blue hair and earrings who 
likes "Twisted Sister"? 
Thi state of affairs may mean 
that in our culture propaganda is 
at war with itself. Attempts to con-
trol not only what is "propagated" 
on the news or in the classroom but 
also what is on records, videotapes, 
in popporn novels, and so on, be-
come understandable but incom-
plete. Propaganda communicates 
not only orthodoxy, but also diver-
ity, rebellion, even critical thought; 
there is even such a thing as prop-
aganda that warns agai n t prop-
aganda, in the best tradition of 
kepticism: don 't believe people 
who claim to be authoritative on 
face value (such as newspeople and 
professors); remember that a lot of 
what people say is rhetoric and can 
be discounted; when somebody tells 
you he or he knows what the "real 
truth" i and is now going to tell 
you, find out where the fire exits 
are. 
If people remember to take all 
propaganda for what it is-an un-
truth or halftruth told to manipu-
late and not to en lighten-then 
there is hope of resistance to indoc-
trination in all orthodoxies. Too, as 
long as propaganda is diverse and 
contrad ictory-competing parties, 
ideologies, products, and so forth-
there i hope that enough confu-
sion will be produced to forestall 
our de cent into robotics. It is an 
irony that propaganda can erve as 
an instrument of freedom. 
Still, Ellul is talking about the 
historical long haul and not just the 
petty rebellions and suspicions of 
those still not completely under the 
pell of propaganda. For him, 
propaganda is a technological force 
with a logic so compelling that it is 
driving not only truth , but more 
fundamenta lly even the concept 
that there can be such a thing as 
truth and that people want to be 
told the truth, out of the world . 
Perhaps Ellul is right: we have 
lived in the world of propaganda 
for so long that we cannot envision 
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it any other way. We expect to b 
lied to, prefer the sweet comfort of 
lies to the bitter edge of truth, are 
used to propaganda being every-
where. 
Some observers indeed see prop-
aganda mbedded in less-than-
obvious place and ways in popular 
culture. Todd Gitlin, in The Whole 
World I Watching, thought the New 
Left of the Sixties subtly destroyed 
by anti-movement propaganda em-
bedded in television news. ("A cu-
racy in Academia" may be sur-
prised to hear that; maybe they 
have an ally and not an enemy at 
CB .) Mark Crispin Miller, writing 
in Georgia Review (Winter 1984), 
ees propaganda in the plot and 
images of TV situation comedic , 
the implicit goal being the annihila-
tion of distinctive personality, the 
era ure of all lingering ubjectivity, 
and the exaltation of passive con-
sumption for and by a "captive au-
dience." "A you watch (TV)," con-
cludes Miller, "there is no Big 
Brother out there watching you-
not b cause there isn't a Big 
Brother, but because Big Broth r is 
you, watching." Or, similarly, critic 
Alfred Kazin (NY Review of Books, 
June 14, 19 3): "We have become 
the vacuum. Appearance ha re-
placed reality, and appearance is 
just propaganda." Ellul is not alone 
in hi alarming view of the perva-
sive nature of propaganda, nor the 
fear that it will define the fulUre. 
Central to this fear is the enor-
mou , irreversible fact that televi-
sion is "wiring" the planet together 
as never before, and that even in 
the poorest countries there is in-
creasingly widespread access to TV. 
Much of that TV is government-
controlled or -influenced prop-
aganda, but still there is altogether 
more wide pread knowledge of 
major event than ever before. So 
we hould have expected that the 
Reagan-Gorbachev summit of 1985, 
for example, would emphasize 
propaganda. Both sides seemed 
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aware of the primacy of prop-
aganda and the potential for sway-
ing "world public opinion" or 
somesuch, so they conducted mas-
sive propaganda campaigns stating 
their own version of reality, the 
"facts," the bad intention of their 
adversaries. 
Both sides had at their command 
access to an awesome media empire 
communicating their respective 
message across the world . (Gor-
bachev seems to be the first "media 
Premier," intent on refining the 
Soviet propaganda machine. Stalin 
thought the ultimate weapon of 
political control was the dictionary; 
Gorbachev, learning from Reagan, 
Meditation on a Syllabus 
Outside it is January two and eighteen degrees 
Inside it is May ix. 
I sit at the table with the bowl of bananas and apples 
"I want mine cut" 
And my three-year-old Erica reading 
Ondaatje and Atwood and Oates, Heany and Silko and Reed 
Trying to decide what I will teach 
On May six. 
"Daddy I want to it on your lap" 
munch munch 
What does the difference make? 
Now and then. 
Timing i all. 
Milton Berle says o. 
The Kennedys all said so and so does Loui Rukeyser and 
"I have to go to the bathroom" 
So does Spock. 
If I choose well, the term will end well. 
If I choose poorly, it will make as 
Much difference as rainwater 
Glazing white chickens beside a red wheelbarrow 
In May. Meanwhile-
Dying, J. Dover Wilson said, as done 
By Gwin Kolb in Bibliography One 
Oh One, "All's to be done; All's to be done." 
Arvid Sponberg 
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probably thinks it 1s the TV 
screen.) Both sides seemed pos-
sessed by the desire to win the 
propaganda battle, as if winning it 
somehow settled the issue; using 
propaganda to prove Us right and 
Them wrong was what was impor-
tant, and not arms reduction and 
avoiding nuclear war. If that was 
the case, then Ellul is surely right, 
and belief in the magical potency 
of propaganda has reached insane 
proportions. 
To the extent we believe 
propaganda in the future, 
we then become slaves 
to a demon of untruth. 
But something else is equally cer-
tain: if we are in an Ellulian Age of 
Propaganda, the substitution of 
propaganda for solutions demon-
strates both its power and its limita-
tions. Its power is in molding opin-
ion, but its limitation is in control-
ling reality. No amount of prop-
aganda can in the long run over-
come stubborn facts. Nor can prop-
aganda succeed completely if 
people develop habits of disbeliev-
ing it. Critics of Ellul have pointed 
to evidence that, at least in Western 
countries, many people have de-
veloped psychic resistance to prop-
aganda, such as "sales resistance" to 
the bombardment of TV spot ads. 
On the other hand, we may ask, 
how many have not? The success of 
propaganda ultimately depends on 
widespread human gullibility, and 
it is still an unsettled question as to 
how much and how long people 
will believe propaganda. (Is there 
any such organization as "Accuracy 
in Government"?) 
Propagandists can only succeed if 
enough people believe their mys-
tifications, their appeal to the au-
thority of the magical mystery of 
word and image. The orthodoxists 
to the contrary, our only hope of 
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avoiding Ellul's projected fate is not 
more propaganda from govern-
ment, school, or media, but rather 
education to counter propaganda, 
cultivating healthy skepticism about 
anything that smacks of special 
pleading, a phony pitch, and, yes, 
deliberate inaccuracy. Skepticism is 
a painful but bracing exercise in 
disbelief, once defined by Bertrand 
Russell as the undesirability of be-
lieving anything for which there is 
no ground whatsoever of suppos-
ing it true. That mental habit 
would be the best way to insure ac-
.curacy in media, accuracy in 
academia, and accuracy wherever. 
But it would mean that lots of 
folks, in classrooms, newsrooms, di-
ners, and pressure groups would 
have to give up their fervent will-
to-believe (and their desire to pros-
elytize to that belief) for a more cir-
cumspect will-to-doubt. (This ap-
proach adheres to the old-
fashioned idea that it's not the 
things we don't know that get us 
into trouble, but the things we do 
know, because a propagandist told 
us they were so.) We can even then 
doubt Ellul's scary view of the 
power of propaganda over us, since 
we can then see propaganda clearly 
for what it is: a falsehood designed 
to bamboozle us, something that 
once understood carries no weight, 
like the emperor with no clothes 
and no power. 
The younger among us will likely 
live to see if Ellul was right. But for 
the moment he reminds us that 
communication, like any other 
human creation, has the potential 
to be demonic. The demon of com-
munication lies in the power to 
manipulate and control. Falsehood 
indeed enslaves, and truth sets you 
free. To the extent we believe 
propaganda in the future, we are 
slaves to a demon of untruth. It 
was not without insight that one 
title the medieval Christians be-
stowed on the personification of 





Cracked Wheat and 
Other Stories 
By Hugh Cook. Middleburg 
Press. 122 pp. $12.95 (cloth); 
$6.95 (paper). 
This handsomely presented book 
is for anyone fascinated with the 
strengths of certain immigrant cul-
tures, particularly those which have 
been able to preserve through two 
and sometimes three generations 
the languages, customs, and religi-
ous practices of their homelands. 
I think of my husband's family 
who, four generations after coming 
to this country, had maintained on 
both his mother's and his father's 
side strong connections to the tra-
ditions of their German forebears. 
I think of my husband-the first 
male in several generations to de-
cide not to go through the semi-
nary, and certainly the first to 
marry an "outsider." I do not have 
more than a jiggerful of German 
Jill Baumgaertner is Poetry Editor of 
The Cresset and a regular contributor 
on modern fiction. 
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blood in my veins, and I did not 
join the Lutheran church until 
after I had married, but the won-
derful strength of both traditions 
makes me occasionally wish, espe-
cially when the clan gathers for 
baptisms and confirmations and the 
beer and German jokes begin to 
flow, that I could claim more than 
the Baumgaertner name I have 
borrowed. There is tremendous 
strength in the German Lutheran 
segment of our culture, but as we 
who have been Missouri Synod Lu-
therans know, where there is a 
strong heritage, there can also be 
an intolerance of other, slightly dif-
ferent ways of both interpreting 
scripture and looking at the world. 
The tradition is more often exclu-
sive than inclusive. 
I think of Peter De Vries and 
Joni Klein, one a prolific author, 
the other a former student of 
mine, both Dutch Calvinists. The 
one is a doubter whose every novel 
shakes its fist and yells, "God, I 
cannot believe in You." Peter De 
Vries will never be able to separate 
himself from the Calvinist tradition 
into which he was born, and both 
his complaints against its terrible 
exclusiveness and his profound at-
tachment to it appear in novel after 
novel. Then there's Joni, my 
strong, straightforward student, so 
ready to feel guilt, so uncluttered 
and clean in her writing, so articu-
late and precise in her speech-for 
Joni, too, the Dutch Calvinist tradi-
tion is her very self. One could 
never imagine Joni separate from 
it. Without it, she simply would not 
be Joni . 
Guenther Gutgesell, who emi-
grated from East Germany many 
years ago with his wife, Rose Marie, 
is the caretaker of Grace Lu-
theran Church. He can carry a re-
frigerator on his back. He can 
patch a boiler or reroof a church. 
The Gutgesell's Oktoberfest brings 
out the entire congregation for 
home made bratwurst and Rose 
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Marie's German potato salad. For 
them, their faith, their works, their 
church, their German heritage, are 
intimately linked . 
I am not sure what the 
sociologists would say, but based on 
my own observations, I have to 
conclude that when the travellers 
bring with them not only unique 
cultural practices but also religious 
faith and traditions they are then 
probably more likely to hang on to 
their heritage and actually become 
the transmitters of their culture-
probably because their faith in-
volves them in the life of a congre-
gation, and the congregation can 
become a type of extended family, 
which encourages conformity to its 
own traditions and practices. The 
group can be so much stronger 
than the individual trying to make 
his way alone. 
Born in The Hague, Hugh Cook 
emigrated to Canada when he was 
seven. One feels that he has lived 
his stories in Cracked Wheat, most of 
which are about Dutch Calvinist 
immigrants. These are stories that 
are as spare and as clean as the 
stereotypical Dutch kitchen. They 
are concrete, visual, imagistic 
studies, infused with a sacramental 
understanding of art. 
"Exodus" is a gentle story, but 
also as strong as the characters 
whose lives it sketches. A woman 
gives birth to her fourth child just 
one month after she and her family 
arrive in Canada. Her husband 
works in a slaughter house, cutting 
meat off hog jowls, while she re-
cuperates from the birth, alone in 
the house with the new baby, with 
time to remember the Holland they 
had fled-the concentration camps, 
the Jewish jeweler who jumped to 
his death, all of the family mem-
bers who had died of illness and 
the injuries of war. Now she steps 
confidently forward into her new 
life which will be, nonetheless, built 
on the old, just as the baby's baptis-
mal gown has been made from the 
mother's wedding dress. 
So many portions of these stories 
will ring as true to the German Lu-
theran or Scottish Presbyterian as 
they will to the Dutch Calvinist. 
The children in "A Canadian Edu-
cation" act out Bible stories, wish-
ing they "could use the Fraser 
River as a possible Jordan [they] 
could cross with a miraculous part-
ing of the waters, but the river was 
half a mile wide .. .. " The father 
of the story's narrator lives a disci-
plined, godly life, feeling that "every 
human being had his own predes-
tined place in life, as did every cup 
and saucer in the cupboard, each 
rake and shovel in the shed." 
As a result, the narrator reports, 
"the physical objects in our house 
took on for me moral pattern and 
design." This, however, is not a 
narrowly pious life separate from 
earthly realities and good humor. 
One day, after picking up a 
truckload of manure, the father 
sticks a daffodil in the top of the 
steaming pile before he climbs in 
for the drive home. 
The boy goes to Christian school 
with its obligatory portraits of Cal-
vin, Luther, and Zwingli tacked to 
the wall. Until his high school years 
he lives a life almost completely 
separate from the outside Canadian 
culture-except for his friend Ai-
leen, whose life is a complete antith-
esis to his. She lives with her 
father, a slovenly, ill-tempered 
man, in a bare shack. The boy be-
gins to understand human sinful-
ness and depravity when Aileen 
confesses to him that her father 
forces her to sleep with him. But 
the boy understands sin's harrow-
ing complexity when he later dis-
covers that she has been lying, that 
she has made up the whole story. A 
further insight comes to him when 
he realizes that Aileen had proba-
bly been as afraid of his world as 
he had been of hers. "After all," he 
says, "there is only one thing more 
frightening than chaos, and that is 
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holiness." 
A memorable image from 
another story, "The White Rabbit," 
occurs when a child awakens one 
night to encounter grace. Opa, his 
d ying grand father , lies in bed sing-
ing the Psalms, singing the song of 
Simeon in a "rhythm ... of thin 
melody." 
The boy tiptoed back to his room . He 
climbed into bed and pulled the blan-
kets over his head , for he fe lt he had 
seen a terrible beauty. And all he 
hcat·d , over and over again , was th 
sound of the ripping of cloth. 
In his encounter with death, his 
world changes radically. T he com-
fort, of which he hard ly eem to 
be aware, is that this initiation into 
life's harshest reality is but an anti-
type to Christ's own death on the 
cross. The death occurs; human-
kind is seen in its mo t deeply fal-
len state; but the ripping of the 
temple curtains signals a new 
order. 
ln "Fir t Snow" Dominee De 
Wolde, minister of a church of 
fourteen families and one bachelor , 
a man named Tjepkema, travel 
one Monday thirty miles to check 
up on Tjepkema, who had mi sed 
services the day before. Cook writes 
that "even in blizzards, when others 
would be imprisoned in their 
houses for days, Tjepkema showed 
up promptly at quarter to ten , ap-
pearing out of the swirling storm 
like a ghostly vi itor from some 
strange planet, snow plastered to 
his hub caps, the load of firewood 
used for weight in the bed of his 
pickup flecked with white." The 
Sunday that Tjepkema does not 
show up at all , the congregation be-
comes restless, un ettled. T he serv-
ice itself, when it finall y starts, is 
seriously unfocused. Everyone 
knows that Tjepkema must be in 
orne terrible kind of trouble. 
So De Wolde sets out th next 
day when a blizzard is imminent, 
imagining the twenty terrible things 
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that could have happened to 
Tjepkema. He had been pinned 
underneath his tractor. He had fal-
len from the loft of his barn. He 
had been gored by a bull , eaten by 
a hog. 
When De Wolde drives into 
Tjepkema' yard, the front door 
opens and Tjepkema steps out in 
his Sunday uit. As the sky darkens 
and the swrm louds roll in , he ex-
plains to De Wolde that he had 
awakened Sunday morning believ-
ing that it was Saturday. This 
morning, when the radio an-
nouncer had told him it was Mon-
day, he realized that he would have 
to live this Monday as if it had 
been Sunday. "A a matter of fact," 
he says to De Wolde, "I just put on 
my suit to read a sermon when you 
drove in. And now that you're 
here, yo-u might as well read it. I al-
ways get so much more out of it 
when I hear you." De Wolde hesi-
tates , noticing th first flakes of 
snow, but then begins to read. 
In "Cracked Wheat" eil Van 
Wyk is a summer relief driver for 
a bakery delivery se rvice. A cus-
tomer ask him to step inside one 
very hot day and when she discov-
ers that he is a pre-seminary stu-
dent, she says, "Well , delivery man 
or mm1ster, either way you give 
people bread , right?" He ha not 
seen that connection before and he 
1s shocked by it. 
As a mauer of fact, the last two sum-
mers I've begun to feel almost as if I 
were li ving in two worlds which hardly 
s em to touch each other; nine months 
I live as a swdenl in a world ab tract, 
systematic, and therefore governable; 
my summers delivering bread, how-
ever, arc conct·ete and often chao tic, a 
mere means to an end, which violates 
the teaching of my upbringing that all 
of life is holy vocation. And therefore, 
once I see beyond the ingenuity of h r 
metaphor, I rea lize that it contains a 
deeper truth that instantly bridges my 
two seem in gly alien worlds. 
He is also nonplussed by her pass-
ing comment that when she wa 
oung, it had been so easy to be-
lieve. "Somehow," she says, "when 
the priest spoke, you were certain , 
and when you felt the host on your 
tongue-oh, I had visions of the 
broken body." His last day on the 
job she gives him a book of Mari-
tain and reveals her true loneliness 
to him . He, the future Dutch Cal-
vinist pa tor, cannot respond. 
Herein lie the tragedy of the re-
ligious community. So often it i 
unintentionally exclusive, and even 
when ministers want to include an 
outsider, they do not know how to 
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communicate the invitation except 
in the language of their own par-
ticular theology, too often a series 
of strained cliches engendered by 
and understood only in the culture 
which created them. 
The new world is not an obstacle 
just for the clergy. "Homesickness" 
tells of a young mother suffering 
from what her husband calls heim-
wee, longing for home. She sits in 
the maroon velour chair next to 
the window, sleeps most of the 
time, and cannot perform the 
simplest household duties. She is 
eventually hospitalized and that is 
when Tante Truus comes to clean 
the house. With this ritual cleaning 
comes also the revelation of the 
family's true state, and the young 
daughter is carted off to Tante 
Truus' and Oom Albert's house 
until the mother returns home. 
Years later the daughter buys a 
ticket to Holland to try to discover 
the attachment that her mother 
had felt so keenly. 
This story's strength lies not in 
its ending, which is somewhat dis-
appointing and predictable, but in 
its description of a family strug-
gling to survive and to keep its dig-
nity. The young mother is grieving 
a loss as intense as the death of a 
parent or a child. She grieves the 
death of a part of herself. 
Cook deals with the older gener-
ation, the original immigrants, 
much more skillfully, I believe, 
than he does with characters only 
peripherally involved in the Dutch 
culture. When Cook steps outside 
of the Dutch culture, he is more 
likely to rely on cliche. "Easter 
Lily," the tale of Terry, a resident 
of the state institution for the re-
tarded, is not as successful as some 
of the other stories, although it 
does contain some moments of 
sheer poetry. But the poetry is fi-
nally not enough to keep the story 
moving as it should. 
Cook should also be given an 
award for a valiant attempt to re-
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peat for the Dutch Calvinists what 
Flannery O'Connor has done for 
the Southern Catholic. "The 
Clown" was certainly influenced by 
O'Connor. A boy runs away from 
home and joins the circus after Pas-
tor Levi from Calvary Baptist 
Church threatens him with bap-
tism. "Ready or not . " the 
preacher says to him, "I'll be 
there." 
In his new world he runs the car-
nival rides and forms friendships 
with jolly Velma, the fat lady, and 
Maxine, the World's Most Abun-
dant Girl. When the dunking 
machine clown is fired, the kid is 
allowed to replace him. The boy 
discovers his calling. He is a master 
of insult and he keeps his an-
tagonists so angry that they cannot 
hit the target which would plum-
met him from his chair into the 
pool of water. The Calvary Baptist 
pastor finds him, of course, and 
when the kid notices who is next in 
line to hurl the balls, he cannot 
speak. He is dunked soundly and 
when he sputters to the surface, 
the pastor is standing over him, 
baptizing him in the name of the 
Father and the Son and the Holy 
Spirit. 
The idea is appealing, but once 
again, in venturing outside the 
Dutch Calvinist world, Cook stum-
bles a bit. Perhaps if Flannery 
O'Connor's inimitable shadow did 
not loom so large here, the story 
might have worked better. What 
O'Connor has done with her 
grotesque characters, her sacra-
mental orientation, and her under-
standing of the incarnation and 
grace comes directly out of her 
faith tradition. Of course, Hugh 
Cook's fiction comes, similarly, out 
of his theological and cultural 
orientations, but the Irish Catholic 
in the South has had to assimilate 
herself much more thoroughly into 
the culture of the South than, until 
recently, the Dutch Calvinist has 
had to enter into the culture in 
Canada or the German Lutheran 
the culture of the American Mid-
west. 
It is not as easy for Hugh Cook 
to step into the Baptist world or 
the circus world as it was for 
O'Connor, whose very Southern-
ness gave her an identity apart 
from her ethnic identity. This 
Southernness included her in a 
range of experience which later al-
lowed her to step in and out of a 
variety of characters and situations. 
I do, however, appreciate "The 
Clown" because Cook does bring it 
off almost adeptly in spite of the 
inherent difficulties involved in 
writing this sort of story. 
Cook's final story in the collec-
tion, "A Lesson in Dance," follows a 
father to his daughter's ballet lesson, 
housed in a former Methodist church, 
the sanctuary now equipped with 
mirrors and barres, the pastor's 
study transformed into a dressing 
room. The father observes the 
teacher, "a thin woman in leotards 
coloured a nun's black." He 
watches his daughter dance, "arms 
raised with fingertips touching to 
form a perfect bishop's mitre above 
her head." He sees her naturalness, 
her beauty, her innate and unem-
barrassed understanding of her 
body as God's sanctuary. The 
father begins to understand all of 
the various meanings of grace. 
What exists in this story is what 
makes so many of the stories in this 
book remarkable: Hugh Cook's 
ability to pinpoint the grace-filled 
moments of a human life, and his 
ability to use language not as a 
pretty wrapping for the gospel-
but as that which can itself unwrap 
the gospel for the reader. In these 
times we often look in vain for 
Christian writers who understand 
how to integrate faith and fiction. 
Here is one who should be recog-
nized by a much larger audience. 
Kudos to the Middleburg Press for 
recognizing Hugh Cook's talent 




Some weeks back I went to my 
first rock concert. Well, I didn't re-
ally go to one, but I got in on part 
of it. 
My kids usually drive to these 
things alone-and let me tell you 
when they are in Chicago I never 
fully relax until they get home-
but this time 1 decided to drop 
them off and go shopping while 
they were bopping. 
When the stores closed I came 
back to the arena and luckily found 
a free parking spot a block away 
actoss an open lot. This gave me 
an unobstructed view of the doors, 
so that 1 could stay in the car for 
what would probably be a long 
wait. 1 couldn't hear the music, but 
the boom-thud, boom-thud of the 
beat was clearly distinguishable, 
even through closed windows. It 
was raining, on the verge of sleet-
ing: a thoroughly unpleasant night. 
After about an hour I noticed 
people coming out of the doors. 
The boom-thud continued so I 
knew the show wasn 't over, but I fi-
gured the end must be near. Per-
haps if I walked over I would ar-
rive at our appointed meeting spot 
just in time. I was glad 1 had 
brought along my umbrella. 
When I reached the door it was 
open; an usher and a girl were 
standing in the doorway talking, 
and beyond them I could see lights 
flashing and forms moving. The 
decibel level was incredible. 
The usher looked at me, then 
closed the door as the girl left. I 
stood there in the rain. The door 
opened a number of times as 
people straggled out. Each time the 
usher looked at me and my um-
brella. Once I asked if he thought 
it was nearly finished; he didn't 
32 
know, he said . 
Eventually he must have judged 
from my rain gear and my l<l_c.k of 
orange hair that · f; }.v$: l;J¥'st a 
mother, hot someone trying to rip 
off the promoters by getting in 
free. He motioned to me to come 
inside and stand along the wall. I 
smiled gratefully at him, but he did 
not smile back. 
The building was a sports arena, 
and I stood near a concession area 
on the outer walkway. I could see 
part of the audience, but not the 
performers. My first surprise was 
that everyone was standing up. 
Wait a minute, I thought, one of 
the attractions of coming to this 
particular place had been that 
everyone had a reserved seat! 
True, my daughter said later; a 
seat meant you were entitled to 
that space, and if you went to get 
some popcorn or visit the john, 
there was a spot to come back to. 
In a standing-room-only place you 
arrived several hours early and 
didn't dare move. But, Mother 
(dummy), she said, nobody actually 
sits during a concert. 
Not only do they stand, but they 
stand with their arms up. And they 
applaud with hands in the air. 
Those not standing are wandering 
around. I don't know if the people 
on my level didn't have seats, 
couldn't get back to them, or just 
couldn't stand still any longer, but 
there were quite a few kids visiting, 
hugging one another, and breaking 
into little dance steps. So I had my 
own show to watch. 
I recognized the music being 
played, as it had been a part of our 
home environment for some 
months. I like a lot of rock music, 
and while this particular group is 
not among my favorites, it's okay-
unless it is so loud that one can 
hardly hear one's own sneezes, 
which was indeed the case that 
night. So I can't say I especially en-
joyed what I heard. 
But for the half hour I stood 
there, I was immensely entertained. 
The band was an English group, 
and it seemed to bring out all of 
the punk rockers in the area. (Ha, 
my kids said later, this was tame 
compared to the people who came 
to the So-and-so concert last sum-
mer.) Maybe so, but I found it to 
be great fun. 
A more weird collection of cloth-
ing and hair styles and make-up I 
have never ever seen. All of those 
pictures from magazines and album 
covers had suddenly come to life. 
People with heads partially shaved 
or hair strangely contoured vied 
for my attention with those who 
sported purple or green or mul-
ticolored tresses. There were lots of 
single earrings, of course, a few 
rather long and dangly. One guy 
had a wide headband above which 
bleached blond hair stood straight 
up for several inches, and below 
which black ringlets flowed to his 
collar. I saw many minis, lots of 
wild clashing patterns, some gro-
tesque combinations of styles, and 
even a bikini (and I hoped the 
wearer had a coat somewhere). 
The younger generation needs to 
contrast itself to its elders in some 
way or other, and today, when 
many high school and college 
youth appear to have bought into 
the materialistic, success-oriented 
values of the larger society, much 
of their "rebellion" seems to be dec-
orative. It isn't easy growing up 
today-but then, it never has been . 
I like kids a lot; I admire their 
zest for life, their willingness to 
latch on to new ideas and try things 
out, their idealism and enthusiasm. 
I wish they would choose more 
worthy heroes as objects. of their 
unbounded adulation, and channel 
more of their energies into useful 
endeavors. 
On the whole, though, I enjoy 
them very much, and being the 
only old person in their natural 
habitat was an unexpected delight. 
You should try it sometime. Cl 
The Cresset 
